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Abstract 

EFFICIENT AND SCALABLE METADATA ACCESS FOR DISTRIBUTED 

APPLICATIONS FROM EDGE TO THE CLOUD 

January 24, 2019 

BING ZHANG 

Directed by: Professor Tevfik Kosar 

We are witnessing a new era that offers new opportunities to conduct data-intensive 

scientific research with the help of recent advancements in computational, storage, 

and network technologies. With the rapid deployment of distributed infrastructures 

and the collaborations between different organizations, it is feasible and promising 

to run scientific applications on large-scale geo-distributed infrastructures. In many 

application domains including environmental and coastal hazard prediction, climate 

modeling, high-energy physics, astronomy, and genome mapping, the volume of data 

generated already exceeds petabytes, while the corresponding metadata amounts to 

terabytes or even more. 

Even though most studies have been conducted on physical data transferring, there 

has been little work focusing on remotely accessing and transferring large-scale meta

data in wide-area networks. Considering wide-area network latency, the frequency of 

revalidation of metadata, and rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT), a novel metadata 
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access and transferring mechanism is demanded and becomes a cornerstone of modern 

distributed IT infrastructures. 

In this dissertation, we propose a novel solution for efficient and scalable metadata 

access for distributed applications across wide-area networks. Our solution combines 

novel pipelining and concurrent transfer mechanisms with reliability, provides dis

tributed continuum caching and pref etching strategies to sidestep fetching latency, and 

achieves scalable and high-performance stateless fetch/prefetch services in the Cloud. 

Besides optimizing the metadata transfer performance, we also study the phenomenon 

of semantic locality in real trace logs which is not well utilized in metadata access 

prediction. We implement our predictor based on this observation and compare it with 

three existing state-of-art prefetch schemes (NEXUS, AMP, FARMER) on Yahoo! 

Hadoop audit traces. 

By effectively caching and prefetching metadata based on the access pattern, our 

continuum caching and pref etching mechanism greatly improves local cache hit rate and 

reduces the average fetching latency. We replayed approximately 20 Million metadata 

access operations from real audit traces, in which our system achieved 80% accuracy 

during prefetch prediction and reduced the average fetch latency 50% compared to the 

state-of-the-art mechanisms. 
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CHAPTERl 

RESEARCH CONCEPT 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

We are witnessing a new era that offers new opportunities to conduct data-intensive 

scientific research with the help of recent advancements in computational, storage, and 

network technologies. With the rapid deployment of distributed infrastructures and the 

collaborations between different organizations (e.g., XSEDE and OSG), it is feasible 

and promising to run scientific applications on these large distributed infrastructures. 

In many application domains including environmental and coastal hazard prediction, 

climate modeling, high-energy physics, astronomy, and genome mapping, the volume 

of data generated already exceeds petabytes, while the corresponding metadata amounts 

to terabytes or even more [1]. 

In parallel with the recent trend of big-data processing and analysis dominating the 

usage of the distributed and Cloud infrastructures, the demand for distributed metadata 

transferring and optimization services increased. Roselli et al [2] studied system call 

event traces from five different types of application workloads. According to their study, 
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1.1 Introduction 

more than 50% of all I/O operations are due to metadata-intensive computing and the 

requests to read file attributes dominate in all workloads. Especially, stat operation 

comprises 42% of all file-system calls in INS, 71 % for RES, 10% for WEB and 26% 

for NT. 

This trend has impelled researchers and scientists to design novel distributed storage 

systems [3, 4] that decouple the metadata servers (MDS) from I/O servers, as opposed 

to the traditional storage architecture in which MDS and I/O server reside on the same 

server node. The MDS can work alone on managing, processing, and transferring 

metadata information without frequently communicating with I/O server. In practice, 

this separation benefits the alleviation of metadata-intensive computing on I/O servers 

and meanwhile, the actual volume of physical data will not necessarily be transferred 

through MDS. Moreover, this decoupling inspires the MDS to be the intermediate 

layer to prefetch and cache remote metadata information into the local memory and 

persistent storage, which can critically achieve high I/O scalability and throughput and 

also guarantee the availability of metadata services in case of I/O servers failures. 

For example, in the context of Hadoop distributed file system (Hadoop HDFS) [5], 

files are stored as blocks in multiple DataNodes and single NameNode acts as the MDS 

to store the basic metadata attributes information of files stored in Hadoop file system 

and metadata information to locate the physics blocks of a file in DataNode cluster. 

When clients read/write a file, clients will query master NameNode to get the address 

of the DataNodes, then clients can directly read/write from those DataNodes. HDFS 

is not highly optimized on handling small files because HDFS is originally designed 

to manage large files (HDFS stores physic files as blocks with 64 MB block size). In 

recent years, optimization on handling smaller files in Hadoop system mainly focuses 

on two main aspects: file grouping and prefetching. Liu et al [6] and Dong et al [7] 
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1.1 Introduction 

observed and stated that HDFS performs not well on storing and accessing a large 

number of small files. In Dong et al [7], authors measure the downloading elapse time 

of files under the fix throughput and state that downloading elapse time will deteriorate 

on smaller files, where downloading 5120 x 64KB files will take nearly 15 seconds and 

five 64MB files will take less than 4 seconds. Moreover, authors evaluate the memory 

consumptions of NameNode storing smaller size files. The experimental results show 

that Hadoop NameNode does not scale well. 

Liu et al [6] proposed an optimized approach to solve small file issues in HDFS for 

its WebGIS application by file grouping. The optimized approach is to merge logical 

neighbor smaller files into one file and divide this merged file into blocks (64MB per 

block). The approach also maintains an index file that is pre-calculated to store the 

offset of files in the block. When files have been added, updated or deleted in the group, 

the index file will be recalculated. Dong et al [7] optimizes smaller files performance in 

HDFS by merging smaller file into one merged file which is similar to the approach of 

Liu et al [6]. Especially, they state that HDFS does not provide pref etching mechanism 

to mask IO latency and then propose a three-level prefetching scheme for structurally

related and logically-related small files. Dong et al [8] studied the placements (Client, 

NameNode, DataNode) of prefetched correlation files (metadata, data blocks). They 

did not focus on the design and implementation of file correlation prediction algorithms, 

and proposed that correlation based file pref etching can hide IO latency of HDFS with 

reasonable accuracy rates of file correlation predictions. 

Metadata prefetching prediction [9, 10, 11] studies the historic access sequence 

to predict the request pattern with different methodologies. NEXUS [10] applies the 

weighted-group-based prefetching algorithm to pref etch prediction. A weighted directed 

graph will be built on the fly when MDS receives requests from clients. The proposed 
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1.1 Introduction 

polynomial time complexity algorithm will look up and analyze requests in a predefined 

capacity history window. For a given access sequence, the fix capacity history queue 

will be populated with each request in the access sequence order, each enqueued request 

will be created as a vertex in this weighted relationship graph and the directed edge 

will be connected from any queueing requests to this newly enqueued request. The 

weight of each connection will be calculated according to the successor relationship 

strength. For a given request, the prediction model will look up the graph to find 

out the directly connected vertex (request) with the largest weight and predict this 

vertex (request) as the best prefetching candidate. NEXUS considers the interleaves 

of requests pattern on the server side and demonstrates that client-oriented group 

pref etching can exhibit the locality of access pattern better than that of server-oriented 

group prefetching. Experiments show that their prefetching prediction can effectively 

reduce clients' average response time and with reasonable overhead. 

AMP [11] predicts request pattern based on the studies of historic access sequence 

using a different approach. Authors apply N-gram [12] model which has been widely 

used in natural language processing to train prediction model in a quasi-online fashion 

( overnight training and use training result for the next day's pref etching prediction). 

AMP states that 3-gram model can have more constraints on prediction and give more 

accurate predictions. They also state that 3-gram with up to 6 prefetching items can 

give the better hit ratio with less computation overhead. The experiments show that 

AMP can outperform NEXUS by 4% on hit ratio and reduce the average response 

time by 8%. Both NEXUS [10] and AMP [11] state that aggressive prefetching can 

increase the prediction hit rates, but excessive prefetching requests will degrade the 

overall performance. 

FARMER [13] continued to investigate how a request's attributes information (e.g., 
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1.1 Introduction 

"Host", "UserID", "ProcessID" and file path) can affect the file successor probability 

(the likelihood of successor being accessed if the predecessor has been accessed). 

Authors statistically analyze the average probabilities for different trace sequence. 

They concluded that the same attribute will have a different successor probability 

between different traces and access pattern without considering semantic attributes is 

not sufficient to predict file access probability. Then they applied a linear combination 

model to consider the joint effect of historic access sequence and semantic attributes 

of requests. FARMER built relation graph between predecessor and successors in a 

certain history window size which is similar to NEXUS and applied Integrated Path 

Algorithm (IPA) to detect the semantic attributes correlation between predecessor and 

each successor with factors of "Host", "UserID", "ProcessID" and file path. Among all 

traces, the best prefetching accuracy FARMER can achieve is 64% on HP trace, where 

NEXUS can achieve 43%. 

In this thesis, we aim to advance the research and technology of accessing het

erogeneous, distributed and large-scale scientific metadata resources in an integrated 

framework for the purpose of accelerating the progress of data-driven science and 

engineering. The thesis focuses on three major components: 

(1) Generic metadata retrieval framework with efficient pipelining and concurrency: 

a novel pipelining and concurrency framework for widely-used data transfer protocols 

to fully utilize network bandwidth and mask long distance metadata access latency over 

wide-area networks. 

(2) Metadata retrieval acceleration through the effective prefetching and caching: 

the new hierarchical pref etching and caching techniques based on Edge/Fog and Cloud 

computing are designed and developed for caching the retrieval results for substantially 

accelerating the future access. Especially, a novel semantic locality predictor has been 
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1.2 Contributions 

designed and implemented to predict prefetch on skew popularity traces . 

(3) System development and deployment on scientific applications: the proposed 

novel techniques are integrated together, deployed and evaluated in real-world large 

scale scientific applications. 

1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS 

The major contributions of our thesis are summarized below. 

The proposed solution provides a highly efficient network-aware caching and 

pref etching mechanism tailored to reduce metadata access latency and improve re

sponsiveness in wide-area data transfers. To mask metadata access latency, it uses 

a novel metadata retrieval mechanism in WAN. To improve the maximum requests 

per second (RPS) handled by the system, it uses a network-aware prefetching service 

via dynamically provisioned parallel TCP streams. To improve the performance of 

accessing local metadata, it uses a non-blocking concurrent in-memory cache to handle 

unexpected bursts of requests. 

The proposed solution addresses three challenging problems: (1) Efficient trans

ferring of metadata of interest; Scalability of fetching/pref etching services for large 

amount of metadata retrieval requests; (2) Efficient pref etch prediction in hierarchical 

architecture; (3) Automatic synchronization on metadata content between remote file 

system, Cloud cluster and Edge nodes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such 

system which can provide similar features or functionalities . 

In our design, the remote file system metadata is cached on our hierarchical 

Edge/Cloud architecture. The client can always connect to its proximity Edge node, 

which provides file metadata resources locally to greatly reduce the network access 
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1.2 Contributions 

latency. Meanwhile, Cloud cluster only caches the latest metadata contents between 

Edge nodes, once a sharing metadata content is updated, Cloud will automatically 

broadcast updates to the group of Edge nodes on this sharing metadata content. The 

multiplexing mechanism sends/receives requests and responses over the single TCP 

connection between one Edge node and Cloud. This mechanism resolves the limits of 

multiple connections and can continuously wait-free send Edge requests to Cloud. 

The proposed system reduces the size of transferring data between Edge nodes 

and Cloud in wide area network: the system caches/stores metadata content as human

readable encoding schemes. Upon transferring metadata content to Edge node and 

client, instead of transferring bytes stream of JSON metadata content, the system applies 

Google Protocol Buffers(protobuf) [14] : a platform-independent data encode/decode bi

nary protocol to serialize/de-serialize metadata content to reduce the size of transferring 

data. The system also has a feature to avoid transferring duplicated metadata content in 

wide area network, Cloud always compares the difference of metadata digests between 

Edge and Cloud and only transfers back metadata content if they are different. 

Cloud backend Fetch/Pref etch services reuse our DLS universal protocol framework 

to exchange protocol commands with remote IO nodes in pipelines and served as one

connection-per-service. DLS protocol framework caches TCP connections to remote 

IO servers. In the underlying implementation, each connection will be attached with a 

monitor to watch the healthy of transferring. A connection will be automatically shut 

down and resources of connection will be de-allocated if this connection has been idle 

for a while(depends on remote server settings, usually FTP server is around 30 seconds). 

It also provides automatic connection recovery mechanisms and notification of protocol 

command exchange status to Fetch/Prefetch services. 

On the Edge node, we designed and implemented a novel pref etch prediction 
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1.2 Contributions 

framework. A supported pref etch predictor can be deployed and launched as a plugin 

software on Edge node. If file access causes a cache miss, pref etch prediction framework 

will consult the candidates of pref etch correlation files from pref etch predictor. Requests 

to pref etch the candidate's correlation files will asynchronously send to Cloud if they 

are not cached in local. Without waiting for the completion of prefetch metadata 

transferring, Edge will continue to send fetch request on this cache miss request. We 

believe there is no prefetch predictor can perfectly predict any types of traces. The 

predictor's prediction must match the pattern in trace and the settings of prefetch 

predictor must be tuned for each individual trace or workload. The choice between 

multiple pref etch predictors should be based on the statistical analysis and observation. 

After the study of some typical distributed system traces, we proposed a novel pref etch 

predictor to prefetch correlation files on skew popularity file system. We evaluated and 

compare it with other state-of-art prefetch predictors on Yahoo HDFS 7-day trace, our 

predictor can achieve 88% prediction rate and improve the average response time 10 

times faster than RTT time. 

On the Cloud backend, we designed and implemented a wrapper to pack protocol 

(e.g., FTP, HTTP, GridFTP, SFTP, etc) clients as fetch/prefetch services. Edge nodes' 

requests will be queued and scheduled as fetch/prefetch jobs by Cloud dispatcher. 

Fetch/pref etch services has been designed and implemented as stateless services and 

can be terminated or re-deploy/launch at any time, thus uncompleted request jobs will 

be dispatched to any available Fetch/Pref etch services. Fetch/pref etch services execute 

distributed transactions for fetch/pref etch jobs. Our system greatly benefits from the 

scalability of Fetch/pref etch services, which can be scaled to any number of services, 

with 100 prefetch services in our experiments, Edge node can prefetch back 1 million 

files' metadata from remote IO node around 7 minutes with 40-50 millisecond RTT 
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1.2 Contributions 

latency. 

All main component services: Edge Node, FrontEnd HTTP service, and Cloud 

Fetch/Prefetch services are running as micro-services as Docker containers, which 

have been integrated into our Edge/Cloud architecture to provide efficient and scalable 

metadata Fetching and Pref etching services in wide area network. 

Cloud backend also provides the mechanism to synchronize the caching metadata 

of content with remote IO nodes. When there is a modification of remote files (e.g., 

deleted, removed or renamed) on remote IO nodes, the fetch/prefetch requests on an 

invalid file path cached in Cloud will trigger automatically synchronization between 

Edge/Cloud and remote IO file system. We designed and implemented non-overlapped 

backtrace synchronization to refresh metadata caching between Edge nodes and Cloud 

and conservatively delete all metadata content of invalid file paths. Meanwhile, any 

update of metadata content will be broadcasted to Edge nodes. 
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CHAPTER2 

RELATED WORK 

2.1 CONCURRENT CACHING 

Concurrent data structures like MemC3 [15] and Ctrie [16] are designed and imple

mented as the concurrent thread-safe and lock-free data structures. They can efficiently 

provide low latency of cache access on concurrent bursts of read operations. However, 

on read-write and write-write contentions, their performance fluctuates. Caching is 

not just a simple building block in complex systems; indeed, the caching mechanism 

determines the architecture of the entire system. Nowadays high-speed network band

width allows us to assume that the latency of accessing data from remote machines' 

cache could be as same as or less than that of the local disk under certain conditions. 

Cooperative caching [17] was proposed to coordinate caches of distributed nodes to 

form a more effective overall cache. For example, Shark [18] uses a distributed index to 

allow clients to read data from their nearby peers' cache. 

In the design of ZooKeeper [19], another system which employs caching, the 

implementation of a non-blocking (non-blocking wait between client and server com-
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munication) caching mechanism involves cooperation between servers and clients. 

Servers store the metadata information in their in-memory database containing the 

entire data tree. Clients communicate with the server and read the data from the server 

cache. Based on their non-blocking caching mechanism, they propose the design of 

recoverability as well as a consistency protocol. 

In early age, directory service systems are designed to keep tree-structured file 

identifies for the support of query operations and consistency maintenance. OpenL

DAP [20] is a directory service which uses multiple caching algorithms (e.g., entry 

caching and candidate caching) which can yield an increase in throughput up to 126% 

and reduce latency up to 59%. The OpenLDAP server provides query services for 

multiple attribute lookups and offers transactional operations on the server side. They 

deploy several caching mechanisms to improve query performance. For example, to 

boost search performance, recently accessed directories are cached as an AVL tree in 

memory. They also implemented the candidate caching mechanism to cater for the 

combination attributes query, they design the candidate caching to store the recently 

established search candidate IDLs. And they discuss and analyze the performance of 

candidate caching under two circumstances: one is the query on the set of read-only 

directories; the other is on the set of directories allowing updates. They conclude that 

the performance of candidate caching drop severely with the increasing presence of 

the directory update requests and the sizing of candidate cache is another big problem. 

Moreover, they mention the locking mechanism and transactional consistency issues on 

the design of entry cache. Farsite [21] is a distributed file system providing logically 

unique file naming space. Farsite keeps tree-structured metadata partition which is 

distributed among machines according to prefix matching. The system uses different 

lease mechanisms to resolve the consistency issues such as metadata migration, file 
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rename in namespace and file VO operations. 

2.2 PREFETCH PREDICTION 

Metadata prefetching prediction [9, 10, 11] studies the historic access sequence to 

predict the request pattern with different methodologies. NEXUS [10] applies the 

weighted-group-based pref etching algorithm to pref etch prediction. A weighted directed 

graph will be built on the fly when MDS receives requests from clients. The proposed 

polynomial time complexity algorithm will look up and analyze requests in a predefined 

capacity history window. For a given access sequence, the fix capacity history queue 

will be populated with each request in the access sequence order, each enqueued request 

will be created as a vertex in this weighted relationship graph and the directed edge 

will be connected from any queueing requests to this newly enqueued request. The 

weight of each connection will be calculated according to the successor relationship 

strength. For a given request, the prediction model will look up the graph to find 

out the directly connected vertex (request) with the largest weight and predict this 

vertex (request) as the best pref etching candidate. This paper considers the interleaves 

of requests pattern on the server side and demonstrates that client-oriented group 

pref etching can exhibit the locality of access pattern better than that of server-oriented 

group prefetching. Experiments show that their prefetching prediction can effectively 

reduce clients' average response time and with reasonable overhead. 

AMP [ 11] predicts request pattern based on the studies of historic access sequence 

using a different approach. Authors apply N-gram [12] model which has been widely 

used in natural language processing to train prediction model in a quasi-online fashion 

( overnight training and use training result for the next day's pref etching prediction). 
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AMP states that 3-gram model can have more constraints on prediction and give more 

accurate predictions. They also state that 3-gram with up to 6 prefetching items can 

give the better hit ratio with less computation overhead. The experiments show that 

AMP can outperform NEXUS by 4% on hit ratio and reduce the average response 

time by 8%. Both NEXUS [10] and AMP [11] state that aggressive prefetching can 

increase the prediction hit rates, but excessive prefetching requests will degrade the 

overall performance. 

FARMER [13] continued to investigate how a request's attributes information (e.g., 

"Host", "UserID", "ProcessID" and file path) can affect the file successor probability 

(the likelihood of successor being accessed if the predecessor has been accessed). 

Authors statistically analyze the average probabilities for different trace sequence. 

They concluded that the same attribute will have a different successor probability 

between different traces and access pattern without considering semantic attributes is 

not sufficient to predict file access probability. Then they applied a linear combination 

model to consider the joint effect of historic access sequence and semantic attributes 

of requests. FARMER built relation graph between predecessor and successors in a 

certain history window size which is similar to NEXUS and applied Integrated Path 

Algorithm (IPA) to detect the semantic attributes correlation between predecessor and 

each successor with factors of "Host", "U serID", "ProcessID" and file path. Among all 

traces, the best prefetching accuracy FARMER can achieve is 64% on HP trace, where 

NEXUS can achieve 43%. 

Papathanasiou et al [22] proposes a prefetching and caching mechanism to reduce 

hard disk energy consumption. They profile the parameters of energy consumption and 

hard disk transition elapse time between states of a specific hard disk. Authors propose 

an energy-conscious prefetching strategy to allocate prefetching activities in a burst of 
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the time period to fully utilize the active disk state and then to leave disk state into a 

long idle interval. The pref etched blocks will be stored into cache, so the cache hit of 

read will not invoke disk idle state to be active. And the delayed write-back mechanism 

can avoid frequently accessed hard disk. The pref etching system monitors the accuracy 

of prediction based on files accesses, once there exists repeated mispredictions, the 

energy-conscious prefetching strategy will revert back to a dynamic-threshold disk 

spin-down policy and ignore the prediction results until the accuracy is increased. 

2.3 STORAGE AS SERVICE 

Globus Online [23] provides data management as hosted "software as a service" (SaaS) 

similar to StorkCloud [24] and offers fire-and-forget file transfers through thin clients 

(such as Web browsers) over the Internet. However, Globus Online only performs 

data transfers between GridFTP servers, does not provide a pref etching service, and its 

listing function is not optimized for efficient transfer of directory metadata. Moreover, 

Globus Online does not cache directory entries or reuse persistent connections to I/O 

servers . 

Box [25] is a Cloud service to securely share, edit files between users. Users can 

receive real-time notifications when the modification has been done. For files down

loading, users may first conduct the permission validation and preview the metadata of 

files and then users can download files by the sharing URL link or using Restful APL 

Box also provides client App which will automatically synchronize the modification 

files contents between clients and the centralized server. 

Distributed key-value pairs storage dominates today's storage system design. Key

value hashing tables are designed for applications requiring simple query interface and 
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high availability and performance. Key-value hashing tables also have the nature of 

scalability deployment in a distributed environment. The design of key-value hashing 

table varies from the serving applications built upon it. PNUTS [26] has very high data 

access locality (e.g., a one week trace of updates to 9.8 million user ids in Yahoo! user 

database showed that on average 85% of the writes to a given record originated in the 

same datacenter.) This high locality justifies the design of a mastership protocol for 

performance consideration. PNUTS transactions are based on record-level with the 

observation that web applications typically manipulate one record at a time, while differ

ent records may have activities with different geographic locality. The system is divided 

into regions, where each region contains a full complement of system components and a 

complete copy of each table. Regions are typically, but not necessarily, geographically 

distributed. In a particular region, the big tables are horizontally partitioned into groups 

of records called tablets. The mapping between tablet and physical server is flexible, 

considering server load balancing and re-mapping after the failure of physical servers. 

Each physical storage unit can store multiple tablets (Yahoo! people assume 1,000 

tablets each storage unit). Each tablet can be a VM, and each VM (tablet controller) 

can determine the tablet split and migration. As long as the VM changed, the VM 

will update the routing information to the routers (in-memory). During the transience 

or miss-synchronization, routing failure (misdirected) will happen, and then routers 

will talk to the particular storage unit to get the newest updated routing information. 

The system Dremel [27] considers that input data can have thousands of fields and 

millions of records, that could be impossible to load all at once into the memory. The 

system splits the table into tablets vertically, and each tablet can contain one or multiple 

attributes. They designed column-striped storage and columnar storage representation 

for columnar access pattern queries. 
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Google Percolator [28] is built upon BigTable [29] where BigTable guarantees 

that record-level (row-wise) atomic read-modify-write transactions while percolator 

acts complementary to BigTable providing the transaction services across rows and 

across tables with ACID snapshot-isolation semantics [30] . User transaction can be 

very simple (e.g., a read or a write operation) or sometimes can be very complicated. 

However, usually for the general-purpose storage system, a transaction can cause a 

series of operations. By the power of Bigtable's timestamp dimension and lightweight 

service of timestamp oracle's allocated monotonically increasing timestamp, Percolator 

stores multiple versions of each data item. Read operation can read stale snapshot at 

some timestamp and write-write conflicts can be detected and protected by multi-version 

timestamp ordering [31]. For the purpose of transaction consistency, Percolator updates 

status with timestamp information on the column of data, lock and write for each data 

item. Percolator designates one cell to be the primary lock for one transaction and other 

operations in this transaction will keep the location pointer to the primary lock. The 

primary lock acts as a synchronization point when the transaction commits or aborts. 

The Percolator provides a prefetching prediction based on the historical behavior and 

they stated in the paper that the pref etching can reduce the number of Bigtable reads IO 

by a factor of 10. 
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CHAPTER3 

OVERVIEW OF DLS EDGE CLOUD 

SYSTEM 

3.1 USAGE OF METADATA TRANSFER 

The nature of "Directory Listing" is to exchange metadata information between clients 

and remote servers. The process of "Directory Listing" starts with client sending 

protocol specified commands to a remote server (e.g., FTP, iRODS servers) and ends 

with file metadata arrival at the client side. It is a very common scenario to do remote 

directory listing and metadata of interest transferring between clients and remote servers. 

For example, when users conduct physical files transferring using data transfer services 

like GlobusOnline [32] and StorkCloud [24] between the source and destination servers, 

they always browse the directory tree on remote servers which incurs directory listing 

operation on each layer of the directory tree. Virtual distributed file system stores 

files on servers which consists of a cluster of machines either in a centralized data 

center (PVFS [4], CODA [33], Andrew [34]) or geographically located in Wide Area 
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Network (iRODS [35], WheelFS [36], xFS [37]). On the client side, by mounting 

remote "physical" or "logical" folders into the local file system, a client can access them 

like normal files residing on local disk. Listing a directory via virtual file system invokes 

system call stat to check attributes of each subfile under the directory. Moreover, file 

metadata attribute access can dominate all file system calls due to the workload of 

application. For example, Roselli et al [2] states that make program will check the last 

modification times on all source and object files to determine whether to regenerate 

object files. 

Furthermore, the use of directory listing service on different client devices (such as 

file system client, web GUI client, and smartphone client) is innovation: Cloud App 

can be designed and implemented as simple as possible and power usage and memory 

usage can be minimized. Cloud App cooperates with remote Cloud-based service and 

relies on the power of Cloud-based service to provide scalability universal transferring 

protocol supports. Moreover, Cloud-based transferring services provides hierarchical 

caching and pref etching mechanism in the wide area network. 

3.2 SHORTCOMING OF EXISTING SOLUTIONS 

It is not sufficient for the client directly communicate with remote IO servers on 

metadata transferring. First, it is not common for an application client to support 

multiple transferring protocols. Generally speaking, application clients are built with 

a particular protocol(e.g., HTTP, FTP, iRODS etc). Thus, users need to be aware of 

the supported protocol on remote servers and then download, configure and install 

specific software to conduct the metadata transferring. Users can use a generic tool 

like the web browser (Firefox, Chrome, and Safari, etc). However, such sophisticated 
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design and implementation will be definitely limited by the power consumption, CPU 

and memory usage on client device [38]. Second, for the purpose of transferring 

performance, caching previously transferred metadata can improve response time and 

reduce network transferring latency and remote IO cost. However, for the large scale 

metadata transferring workload, due to the client device memory and storage size 

limitation, it is not feasible to cache all of the metadata in local. Moreover, pref etching 

future potential candidates metadata can also reduce transferring latency, but extra 

memory and storage space will be required. Last but not least, the geographical 

distance between clients and remote server can be very long and direct transferring 

between clients and remote server will across heterogeneous networks, which can incur 

unavoidable overhead. 

Even though, by utilizing Cloud-host service with a certain power of concurrency 

processing and storage capacity, client metadata transferring can achieve better perfor

mance than merely directly communicating with remote IO servers. There is still a 

space to optimize and improve transferring performance and enhance user experience: 

Cloud-host service cannot be near enough to clients, even with hosting client requested 

data on Cloud, it still can not efficiently reduce the latency of transferring data back to 

the client. Moreover, Cloud-host service provides storage and caching mechanism on 

transferring metadata for all incoming requests, it does not cache or store metadata for 

a particular group of clients which sometimes can have a strong access locality. 

3.3 OUR PROPOSED SOLUTION 

Thus, we propose a novel architecture 3.1 to cache and store metadata on different 

hierarchical layers between client and remote IO servers. A centralized DLSCloud 
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Figure 3.1: Client Fetch/Prefetch Metadata of Interest in WAN 

cluster with the scalable fetch/pref etch services can retrieve metadata effectively from 

remote IO nodes. Distributed edge nodes can be deployed in the proximity of client 

devices to provide caching and prefetching. Efficient prefetch predictors have been 

deployed on the edge node to improve cache utilization and improve the response time 

of fetching . 

3.3.1 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

3.3.1.1 DLS CLOUD CLUSTER 

In figure 3.2 DLS Cloud is a centralized Cloud Service to provide efficient and reliable 

metadata transferring in wide area network. It consists of several components: 

• Fetch/Prefetch Job Queues: All arriving fetch/prefetch requests will be packed as 

fetch/pref etch jobs with an assigned unique job id and then sent to fetch/pref etch 

queues. Fetch/Prefetch dispatchers schedule jobs to available fetch/prefetch 

services as First-In-First-Served order and also consider the priority of jobs. 
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Figure 3.2: Architecture of DLS Edge and Cloud 

• Fetch/Prefetch Service: Protocol-specific metadata transfer service with one 

pipeline connection retrieving metadata from remote IO server. It is a stateless 

service which can be restart and terminated at any time. Uncompleted transfer 

jobs will be re-queued and served by any available service again. In DLS Cloud 

cluster, we deploy and orchestrate hundreds of fetch/prefetch services across 

multiple machines. 

• Frontend HTTP Service: Provides a threading pool for concurrent HTTP requests 

to access system Restful API to use DLS Cloud backend Fetch/Prefetch services. 

• Persistent Storage: DLS Cloud offers persistent storage of all transferring meta

data and stores the metadata as JSON format. 

• Metadata Updated Sender: Edge/Fog nodes can subscribe updates of metadata 

from Cloud. Once a metadata content has been updated, Cloud will send the 
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updated metadata content to its edge subscribers. The sender will keep a persistent 

connection to each edge subscriber and send the updated metadata content in 

pipelining. 

3.3.1.2 DLS EDGE/FOG NODE 

Compared to Cloud, DLS Edge/Fog node is a light-weight server with limited CPU, 

memory, and disk storage capacity. It can be easily deployed in the proximity of clients 

to cache and prefetch clients' requested metadata. It does not support transferring 

protocol thus DLS Edge/Fog node has to rely on the ability of DLS Cloud to retrieve 

metadata from remote IO nodes. However, with the efficient caching and prefetching, 

DLS Edge/Fog node can minimize the latency of metadata transferring between clients 

and Cloud. Fog node is the optional layer between the edge node and Cloud. Compared 

to the hardware specification of edge node, the fog node will be equipped with larger 

memory and more powerful CPU. Fog node acts as the additional layer to cache and 

pref etch more metadata from Cloud. We compare and discuss the performance between 

the combinations of different hierarchical layers such as: EC and EFC in Chapter 6. 

Basically, Edge/Fog node consists of several components: 

• Pref etch Predictor: A configurable pref etch predictor predicts potential accessed 

file paths with priorities. Higher priority prefetch request will preempt lower 

priority pref etch request on DLS Cloud Side. We describe pref etch schemes and 

performance evaluation in more details in Chapter 6. 

• Frontend HTTP Service: Provides a threading pool for concurrent HTTP requests 

to access Edge node Restful API to retrieve metadata of interest. 
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• Metadata Updated Receiver: receive the updated metadata content from Cloud 

and replace the local copy with this updated content. 
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CHAPTER4 

EFFICIENT ACCESS TO 

DISTRIBUTED METADATA 

4.1 INTEGRATION WITH STORKCLOUD 

StorkCloud [24] is Cloud-hosted data transfer and optimization service, mitigating 

the large-scale end-to-end data movement bottleneck by efficiently scheduling and 

optimizing data transfer tasks, and effectively utilizing underlying networks. Stork

Cloud provides a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) approach to the planning, scheduling, 

monitoring, and management of data placement tasks over wide-area networks. It imple

ments application-level models, algorithms, and tools to predict the best combination of 

protocol and end-system parameters for end-to-end dataflow optimization of wide-area 

transfers. 

DLS [39] (directory listing service) is one of the major components of StorkCloud. 

DLS provides the services of pref etching and caching remote directory metadata in the 

Cloud to minimize reponse time to users. 
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4.2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF DIREC

TORY LISTING SERVICE IN CLOUDS 

Conceptually, DLS is an intermediate cache layer between clients and remote I/O servers 

and provides access to directory listings as well as other metadata in a unified format. In 

that sense, DLS acts as a centralized metadata server hosted in the Cloud. When a client 

wants to list a directory or access file metadata on a remote server, it provides DLS with 

the necessary information (i.e., URL description of the server and directory of interest, 

along with required credentials), and DLS responds with the requested information. 

Our system uses Berkely DB (BDB) as the persistent storage backup and employs 

write-through policy to update the database with metadata information retrieved from 

remote servers. 

4.2.1 CLIENTS INTERFACES OF DIRECTORY LISTING SER

VICE IN CLOUDS 

Our system allows users to retrieve remote directories from a simple client interface 

(such as an Android App, Web GUI and POSIX command-line) without client-side 

software installation and supports a number of general purpose transfer protocols to 

retrieve metadata in WAN without special server-side configuration or any modification 

on remote I/O end-systems. 

4.2.2 CONCURRENCY AND PIPELINING METADATA ACCESS 

To reduce the end-to-end metadata access time, the metadata commands are expected to 

be delivered as fast as possible. However, it is quite often that the throughput cannot 
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satisfy the requirement while the bandwidth of the network is not fully utilized when 

using single TCP stream. We design and implement our ftp client using pipelining and 

concurrency mechanism, which can fully utilize the available bandwidth and experiment 

results show that the average latency is reduced significantly. Pipelining takes advantage 

of the Round-Trip Time (RTT) in long distance metadata commands transferring. By 

using pipelining mechanism, our system can keep on sending metadata commands to 

the remote I/0 servers without blocking wait for the reply. Concurrency refers to send 

multiple metadata commands simultaneously through the network using different TCP 

streams at the same time. 

4.2.3 AUTOMATIC STREAMS FAILURE RECOVERY 

When some parallel stream is broken due to network partition or the configuration of 

remote end-host. Our system can automatically detect the failures according to the 

return FTP code. For example, If that failure is due to the wrong file path or incorrect 

permission access, system will simply return with according failure message back to 

clients. If that failure is RETRANSMIT _FAILURE, system will need to reestablish this 

stream connection, meanwhile forward all the unsuccessful requests to other available 

parallel streams. If failure is RECOVERABLE_FAILURE, system will re-forward these 

requests to available parallel streams. 

4.2.4 FETCHING AND PREFETCHING SERVICES IN DLS 

4.2.4.1 FETCHING 

DLS provides efficient fetching service of metadata retrieval. The fetching requests 

from clients can be categorized into several types and behave differently depending on 
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the storage location of the metadata in our system. When system starts up, DLS will 

automatically load some portion of the on-disk database into the cache, and then once 

the system receives fetching requests from multiple clients, each request will be assigned 

to a worker thread for fetching. The fetching thread will act as an independent observer 

to view the metadata in the system. Generally, each assigned thread will concurrently 

check whether the requested metadata of interest is available locally. As long as the 

metadata is available inside our system's in-memory cache, each fetching thread will 

send back the cached data information to the clients asynchronously. Otherwise, only 

one of the fetching threads will do the work to fetch that metadata from the local 

database and then insert this metadata entry into the in-memory cache. For metadata 

requests that are not locally cached, or when the force refresh option is checked, the 

metadata must be retrieved from remote I/0 server and stored into the local database 

and then written into the in-memory cache. 

4.2.4.2 PREFETCHING 

Essentially, the purpose of prefetching is to complement caching strategies by reading 

ahead data which will presumably be accessed in the near future. Pref etching can help to 

improve I/0 performance by hiding the effect of I/0 latency. In recent decades, extensive 

studies have focused on the improvement of prefetching accuracy and coverage [40, 

41, 42, 43]. Different prefetching predication models have been presented in different 

contexts, and the degree of prefetching (aggressive vs. conservative) has been widely 

studied in the area of file systems and Web services [44, 45] . However, aggressive 

pref etching can not necessarily improve the performance of the system, and in many 

cases may even degrade performance when not used judiciously [46] . Aggressive 

prefetching can severely pollute the cache by bringing in too many unnecessary cache 
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entries. Moreover, aggressive prefetching is not used to reduce the intensity of I/O 

operations but to hide and overlap retrieval latency. Therefore, aggressive pref etching 

has a propensity to increase the network load and congestion and potentially overload 

the end system. 

In our system, we still employ aggressive prefetching strategies but try to avoid 

the negative side-effects mentioned above. Both fetching and pref etching requests are 

served using the parallel TCP connection pool maintained by DLS on a per-remote server 

basis. However, pref etching tasks have lower priority than fetching tasks, and incoming 

fetching requests have the ability to preempt prefetching tasks on the contention of 

active TCP connections between them. We do not impose a limit on the number of 

pref etching requests that can be queued, but the pref etching requests to remote servers 

will be regulated if network congestion is detected. Pref etching services only store the 

retrieving metadata into the database if doing so will not cause any contention or cache 

pollution in conflict with memory caching policies. 

4.2.4.3 AGGRESSIVE PREFETCHING 

Technically, aggressive pref etching services can send unlimited pref etching requests to 

the end-host in a remote I/O server. However, taking into consideration the possibility of 

overloading on the end-host, it is not possible to send pref etching requests over all TCP 

streams concurrently, even though there are N active TCP streams between DLS and 

a remote I/O server. We propose a mechanism to send unlimited pref etching requests 

over adaptively changing parallel TCP streams and use M to denote the number of 

available concurrent TCP streams for prefetching services to send over it. We pick a 

magic number K . Initially, M is set to the value of K . During each service iteration, 

the prefetching service uses M streams to send remaining requests until successfully 
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fulfilling M metadata requests with data from the remote server. If there are no fetching 

or prefetching threads waiting, the M will be increased by K . Otherwise, the M will 

be modified by prefetch throttling. This procedure is continued until all the prefetching 

requests complete. During these iterations, M will have the following constraints: the 

minimum value of M is 1; M can not be bigger than N ; the number of pref etching 

paths waiting to send can not be bigger than M. 

In our current design, K is set to ..JR, because different I/O servers should have 

different numbers of allowable concurrent streams ( different N ). The function of K 

should take into account that factor. Moreover, the number of iterations for pref etching 

services to gain N active TCP streams should not be too long. If K is set to ..JR, the 

number of iterations will be ..JR as well to reach N in the good situation (no-congestion 

network and no-overload on end-host). This means, if the N changes between DLS 

and one remote I/O server, the number of iterations cannot change rapidly. On the 

other hand, if pref etching throttling happens, pref etching services will never gain N 

concurrent streams to retrieve metadata from remote VO server, which will minimize 

the overload of the end-system and the network traffic and save the prefetching thread 

resources in our system. 

4.2.5 CACHING MECHANISM IN DLS 

In our Cloud-hosted DLS system, we have a two-layer caching hierarchy. One layer is 

the in-memory cache, the other is the on-disk cache. The in-memory cache and on-disk 

cache cooperate with each other to maximize DLS caching performance. For some 

incoming requests, in order to minimize response time to the users when traversing 

remote directory trees, DLS tries to avoid reading metadata information from remote 
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servers, so DLS will try to read the metadata from the local cache if it is available. 

DLS's in-memory caching mechanism can be controlled by options specified in client 

requests. As an example, the "force refresh" mechanism (on user-demand) can be used 

to guarantee eventual consistency [47] between read-read, read-write and write-write 

contentions. The in-memory cache stores the key-value pairs, where the key is the 

string "hostname@path", and the value is a reference to a sentinel object, which stores 

the token related to the synchronization and the cache state of the associated metadata. 

For each cache entry inside the in-memory cache, the actual cache value is the 

reference to a sentinel object. The sentinel object contains several references, like the 

reference to the value of metadata cache entry and the reference to the lock queue for 

synchronization when using the "force refresh" option. For simplicity, we will refer to 

them collectively as the "inner objects". 

• State 1. There was an in-memory cache miss-i.e., there is no cache entry with 

the key "hostname@path" in the in-memory cache. We allow multiple requests 

to concurrently detect that cache miss, and only one of them can create a sentinel 

object in the cache table while others wait at the spin lock to enter the critical 

section. Once this sentinel object is created, it will reside in the cache until the 

clean-up. After State 1, the state of the in-memory cache will switch to State 2 

to create the inner objects of the sentinel object. State 1 is also called "register 

cache entry". 

• State 2. In this state, the inner objects are still under construction. Blocking on 

this sentinel object, "DLSIOAdapter" will be invoked to read sub-directories from 

the local database or from the remote server. Once reading is complete, DLS will 

write through to the database so the database is always up-to-date. Then DLS 
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updates cache entry inside the in-memory cache. 

• State 3. In this state, the sentinel object and its inner objects are all constructed. 

Concurrent fetching threads just do asynchronously non-blocking read on the 

cache entry. 

• State 4. Synchronized blocking on the updates of the sentinel lock queue ("force 

refresh" requests and those without are synchronized on different objects, which 

means they do not interfere with each other). This fetching thread retrieves the 

most up-to-date metadata from the remote VO server and writes through to the 

database, updating the forceRefreshCacheEntry, and then creates a thread to do 

a non-blocking update to the respective cache entry. Meanwhile, this fetching 

thread returns immediately. 

• State 5. Adding the new sentinel object into cache table may cause the cache 

capacity overflow. The capacity overflow makes in-memory cache transit from 

state 1 "register cache entry" to state 5 "clean up". In state 5, All the operations 

on in-memory cache should be postponed until the completion of this state. 

This design makes the in-memory cache stateful and decouples requests with "force 

refresh" specified from those without. For random incoming fetching requests, one 

request can arrive at any state with any of two actions, however the design can clearly 

handle it accordingly. In order to improve the availability and throughput of the in

memory cache, as long as there is something inside the in-memory cache, the client 

can non-blockingly read it. The updated value cached in DB will not be visible to the 

in-memory cache due to the contention of read-write. However, as long as there is no 

severe bursting of reads on this cache entry, the write of updated value will succeed 
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I Specs I DLS@EC2 I DLS@UB I PhoneClient@UB I Web@UB 
Network WAN WAN WIFI+ WAN WAN 
Geo location Ashburn, Virginia Buffalo, New York Buffalo, New York Buffalo, New York 
CPU l x 2.66GHz 4 x 3.07GHz l x l.0GHz 4 x 3.07GHz 
Memory Size 0.6GB 6.0GB 0.4GB 6.0GB 

Table 4.1: Hardware specifications of test environments. 

eventually, and the "force refresh" action always returns the most up-to-date data back 

to clients. However, this does not mean the in-memory cache must be synchronized 

with that. 

4.3 EVALUATION 

we present the performance evaluation results for DLS and measurements from out our 

thin Android client and web client. Each test was performed with different settings (e.g., 

pref etching, DLS caching, client caching) to measure the effects of those configurations. 

We deployed DLS servers on both an Amazon EC2 node located in northern Virginia, 

and in our lab at the University at Buffalo (hereon referred to as DLS@EC2 and 

DLS@DIDCLAB, respectively). The remote directories to be traversed were located 

on the XSEDE system osg-xsede.grid.iu.edu, located in Bloomington, Indiana. The 

hardware configurations of different DLS hosts are shown in Table 4.1. 

4.3.0.1 SINGLE FETCHING REQUEST PERFORMANCE 

We ran our web and phone clients on DIDCLab@UB to evaluate the performance of 

fetching services and compared its directory traversal access times (latency in seconds) 

with Globus Online. 
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4.3.1 FETCHING SERVICES PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

We deployed a DLS server on Amazon EC2 node (Table 4.1) and tested the performance 

of a single fetching request. In Figure 4.4, the performance of the fetching service 

(accessing and listing different numbers of subdirectories) was compared between DLS 

and Globus Online. The first time these directories are traversed, DLS responds faster 

(because of DLS 's stream caching) to the user's query compared to Globus Online, even 

though these directories are not in the cache of DLS. Moreover, if the same user or any 

other user request consecutively accesses any portion of that directory tree again, the 

requested metadata will be in the cache of DLS and access through DLS will be one 

order of magnitude faster when compared to Globus Online. Figure 4.4 (f) shows the 

scaling effect when a user requests to access and traverse a directory tree with different 

number of subdirectories in it (i.e. 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000 respectively). The 

latency given in this figure is the average value of multiple access requests for each data 

point. With the increased number of directories to traverse, we see the prefetching and 

caching effect of DLS is more effective and scalable when compared to Globus Online. 

4.3.1.1 CONCURRENT FETCHING REQUESTS PERFORMANCE 

We deployed DLS@UB and DLS@EC2 to measure and evaluate the performance of 

concurrent fetching requests on DLS side with setting effects in Figure 4.5. In this 

experiment, for each test case, we sent a number of fetching requests on different 

URL paths simultaneously. To analyze the negative side-effects of prefetching (i.e. 

DcmP: DLS cache miss with Prefetching; DchP: DLS cache hit with Prefetching), DLS 

initiates a large pref etching request with thousands of subdirectories ( orthogonal to the 

set of fetching requests) in the background while receiving and processing a number of 
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concurrent fetch requests. As shown in Figure 4.5, prefetching service does not delay 

the fetching service and our in-memory cache plays a very critical role in improving 

system scalability and throughput. In figure 4.7, the cache is already occupied with 

4096 entries. We send 10, 100, 1000 concurrent access requests to DLS. All these 

requested metadata information already have been cached in our in-memory cache. We 

measure the latency of DLS reponse time (the interval starting from the request arriving 

at DLS to the request completion and leaving from DLS). Each test has 7 runs. 

4.3.2 PREFETCHING SERVICES PERFORMANCE COMPAR

ISON 

Figure 4 .8 shows the performance of the DLS prefetching service with a different 

number of pref etching requests. In this test, each pref etching request was constructed by 

choosing all the subdirectories retrieved from remote server as URL paths of pref etching 

requests. It is clear that increasing the number of maximum parallel TCP streams (N) 

decreases total pref etching time. Meanwhile, as expected, the latency of prefetching 

requests increases linearly with the number of prefetching requests . 

We also measured the influence of a number of tweaks made to the JGlobus library 

to improve fetching performance. The unmodified JGlobus 1.8.0 library suffers from a 

two second sleep for every fetching request, which severely degrades the performance 

of the whole pref etching service. After making some tweaks to the library, a pref etching 

request with 10,000 different URL paths can be completed in 38 seconds. 
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4.3.3 CONCURRENCY AND PIPELINING TCP STREAMS PER

FORMANCE 

In this section, we measured the effects of concurrency and pipelining TCP streams 

on directories listing performance on data channels and control channels. We let 

our client to send concurrent listing requests to DLS on different number (i.e. 10, 

100, 1000) and then measure the average latency of those concurrent requests on our 

client side. In experiments, our client and DLS reside on the same machine in our 

lab DIDCLAB@UB. We increased the pipeline capacities of one listing channel from 

one to nine, meanwhile setting the number of concurrent listing channels from one to 

nine for data channel listing and from one to twelve for control channel listing. To 

measure the effects of pipelining, besides to traverse the remote directories located on 

the XSEDE system osg-xsede.grid.iu.edu, we also measured the directories traversing 

performance on SDSC@XSEDE located in California west coast, which can give us 

the longest geographical distance. 

4.3.3.1 CONCURRENCY AND PIPELINING LISTING PERFORMANCE ON 

DATA CHANNEL 

Figure 4.9 shows the concurrency and pipelining effects on data channel on sending 

and receiving different number of concurrent listing requests to OSG-IU@XSEDE. 

Figure 4.10 is the same settings for directories listing on SDSC@XSEDE. For the 

performance of concurrent 100 and 1000 listing requests, the increasing numbers of 

concurrent channels can effectively reduce the latency. By setting nine concurrency 

listing channels, the listing performance can be seven times faster. Meanwhile, the 

best number of pipeline capacity is around two or three. After that, the performance 
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of pipelining is not obvious. That is due to the protocol of FTP server on data channel 

listing. For each listing request, FTP server needs to open data channel between DLS 

and itself. Only after finishing the metadata transferring, FTP server can proceed the 

next listing request. So during that time, although DLS can send more listing requests 

to FTP server, all those requests just stacked on FTP server. 

4.3.3.2 CONCURRENCY AND PIPELINING LISTING PERFORMANCE ON 

CONTROL CHANNEL 

In figure 4.11 and 4.12, we measured the effects of concurrency and pipelining on 

control channel listing performance. Control channel listing performance has less 

latency compared to that of data channel listing performance. And pipelining can 

greatly reduce the latency even when pipeline capacity is bigger than two or three. 

Moreover, the setting with larger pipeline capacities and smaller number of parallel 

listing channels can give less latency than the setting with smaller pipeline capacities 

and larger number of parallel listing channels. That means the performance of listing 

can be better even we just open few parallel listing channels between DLS and remote 

servers but with bigger number of pipeline capacities. 
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Figure 4.2: Overall architecture 
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CHAPTERS 

DIRECTORY LISTING SERVICE 

CLOUD AND EDGE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

We propose the DLS Edge/Cloud framework which provides the high-performance 

Fetching/Pref etching services on retrieving metadata information from remote IO nodes. 

Our system is most distinguished by several aspects: generic protocol client [48] to re

trieve remote metadata using concurrency and pipelining; geographically deployed Edge 

Nodes and centralized Cloud framework which can efficiently cache and retrieve remote 

metadata to edge nodes in wide-area network. And clients can always fetch metadata 

from edge node which are in close proximity to clients. To provide scalable metadata 

retrieval services, Fetching/Prefetching services are deployed as distributed stateless 

services in Cloud cluster. In Cloud cluster, metadata fetching/prefetching requests 

are packed as jobs and dispatched to stateless and fault-tolerant Fetching/Pref etching 

services; Besides retrieving metadata of interest from remote IO nodes, Edge/Cloud 
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framework can automatically publish the updated metadata to Edge node subscribers. 

Moreover, DLS Cloud is optimized to avoid transferring redundant metadata back to 

Edge nodes and consolidate concurrently duplicated requests into one request and send 

it to remote IO nodes. 

5.2 OVERVIEW 

5.2.1 BACKGROUND, DIRECTORY LISTING SERVICE 

DLS [48] designed and implemented the generic transferring stream to improve 

the performance of retrieving metadata from remote IO servers. Transferring stream 

controller will be created when one transferring stream has been initialized. Transferring 

stream controller can be configured by the concurrency level and pipeline capacity. 

When the value of concurrency is defined by N , one DLS transferring stream establishes 

and manages a number of N TCP connections between DLS and remote IO servers. 

Pipeline capacity defines the maximum value of P requests to be continuously sent on 

one TCP connection. The transferring stream can dispatch N x P requests continuously 

without blocking or waiting for the completion of previous requests from remote servers. 

A transferring stream dispatches requests among multiple concurrent TCP connections 

and balances the overload of connections by putting requests on the TCP connection 

which has the smallest number of queueing requests. One request can consist of a 

serial of protocol commands (e.g., to login a FTP server, the client will send "USER" 

and "PASS" FTP commands), our generic protocol client associates each protocol 

command with a protocol parser of the reply ( e.g., the response of the command from 

remote IO server), which will parse the content of a reply transferred back from remote 
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server on this protocol command. Thus one request will be organized as a chain of 

ordered pairs { Cmd, Parser} . The chain of protocol commands will be sent over one 

TCP connection in pipelining. One request will be marked as successful as long as its 

protocol commands have been sent and parsed correctly. Otherwise this request will be 

regarded as failure, either re-transfer or can be skipped according to the result of parers. 

One request failure will not block the next requests to be transferred over the same TCP 

connection as long as this TCP connection is not broken. 

DLS designed and implemented transferring failure recovery mechanism to pro

vide robust metadata transferring in wide area network. Since in practice, metadata 

transferring in WAN can be failed due to many factors which can be categorized as 

two major issues: One possible issue is that the TCP connection to remote servers 

is broken: remote server can be crashed or automatically shut down TCP connection 

because remote server is overloaded by the huge number of concurrent connections, 

or remote server can be configured with different timeout settings, so one idle TCP 

connection will be closed. The other is the request problem, like accessing folders 

without the granted permission or trying to list none-existing files or folders. DLS 

stream controller provides the mechanism to make decision upon the parser's results, 

DLS stream controller will try to revive the broken or timeout connections and mean

while re-dispatch all pending requests from that broken connection to another available 

connection resources. And DLS stream controller can ignore and skip failed requests if 

that failure is due to permission or file path errors. 

Directory Listing Service [ 48] measures the latency of retrieving metadata from the 

GSIFTP IO nodes in XSEDE cluster with different settings on the value of concurrency 

and pipelines. The experiments show that the average latency of fetching large number 

of metadata from remote IO nodes, one TCP connection with bigger number of pipelines 
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setting can achieve the similar low latency as the settings of multiple concurrent TCP 

connections without pipelines. Applications has the flexibility to configure DLS trans

ferring stream as a logic virtual connection with different setting of concurrency and 

pipelines. 

5.2.2 DLS EDGE/CLOUD ARCHITECTURE 

Edge nodes are deployed in close proximity to DLS clients to provide the low latency of 

transferring the caching metadata of interest. The Edge node is designed as a lightweight 

computing node without the requirements of powerful CPU, multi-cores and multi

threading capabilities. Furthermore, Edge node is incapable to offer versatile services 

to support different transferring Protocols (e.g., FTP [49], SFTP [50], GRIDFTP [51], 

GSIFTP [? ], IRODS [35], etc) . Edge node is also lack of cluster resources to provide 

scalability computing resources. Unlike Edge nodes, DLS Cloud cluster contains the 

services which can support the different transferring protocols to communicate with 

different IO servers. Moreover, DLS Cloud cluster can handle unlimited number of 

fetching/prefetching requests by horizontal/vertical scales. Edge nodes rely on these 

features and computing powers from Cloud to provide high performance and scalable 

fetching and pref etching metadata of interest transferring. 

In Figure 3.2, clients send HTTP request to Edge's frontend HTTP server to request 

metadata of interest. Edge 's frontend HTTP server allocates a worker thread from 

the frontend threading pool to serve this request as a fetching job with the parameters 

of fetching remote url, force-refresh and pref etch flags. If the requested metadata of 

interest is in local then Edge's frontend HTTP server will return back metadata of 

interest immediately. If the requested metadata is not in local or client specifies this 
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fetching request as force-refresh, then the worker thread will wait for an available 

fetching connection from Edge's fetching connection pool. The fetching connection 

pool manages a configurable number of concurrent HTTP connections from the edge 

node to remote DLS Cloud HTTP Server and the assigned worker thread will wait for 

notification once this metadata of interest is retrieved from remote DLS Cloud cluster. 

In the parameter list of a client's fetching request, client also can specify the pref etching 

option with the number of pref etching levels, namely, pref etching TTL. Pref etching TTL 

is a number to denote the depth of subfolder layers to be pref etched under this fetching 

path. The overhead of prefetch will not delay the execution of fetching request and 

minimized, since the fetching worker thread generates pref etch job once the fetching job 

is done and submit pref etch jobs to Edge's pref etch queue and return back immediately. 

Edge node traverses the pref etching sub-layer folders within the depth of pref etch TTL. 

Any pref etching metadata not in local will be packed as pref etch job and send to DLS 

Cloud. More details about combination settings of force-refresh and pref etch on Edge 

will be discussed later in 5.3.2. DLS Edge also manages a dedicated thread "Prefetch 

Metadata Receiver" to listen on the arrival of prefetching metadata and populate the 

content of metadata into local persistent storage. 

The Cloud frontend HTTP server provides the concurrent HTTP request services 

and forwards fetch/pref etch requests from Edge nodes into two queues: fetching jobs 

queue and pref etching jobs queue. When fetching requests arrive, DLS Cloud frontend 

HTTP server assigns worker threads for incoming fetching requests, the worker thread 

will first try to read from local persistent storage to retrieve metadata of interest and 

return back immediately. If the metadata of interest is not in local or force-refresh option 

is specified in the request's parameter, Cloud frontend Http server will send fetching 

request as a job to the fetching queue The dispatcher of the fetching queue dispatches 
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fetching jobs to any available fetching service according to the dispatch strategy, e.g., 

round-robin. Fetching service retrieves metadata from remote IO nodes and sends the 

metadata to another system component. This system component will check that the 

retrieving metadata should be populated into local persistent storage as long as the 

content of metadata is newer. DLS Cloud keeps recorders of DLS Edges as subscribers 

on this updated metadata, so once the metadata content is updated, Cloud will publish 

this update to those Edge subscribers. Meanwhile, if pref etch TTL is specified then 

the fetching service will create prefetch jobs and forward to Cloud prefetching queue. 

Prefetching jobs can be generated either from Edge nodes or from Cloud fetching 

services. 

5.3 FETCHING/PREFETCHING BETWEEN EDGE 

NODE AND DLS CLOUD CLUSTER 

5.3.1 EDGE NODE'S REQUEST AND RESPONSE MULTIPLEX

ING 

We design and implement a wait-and-notify queue 5.2 to efficiently send and receive 

messages between Edge node and Cloud. When concurrent requests arrive Edge node, 

each request will be assigned with a worker thread from Edge node frontend threading 

pool. The worker thread will enqueue the request and wait for the notification of 

completion. The wait-and-notify queue will allocate an unique Edge node ID for 

each enqueue request and send this request to remote DLS Cloud receiver. When the 

response is transferred back to Edge node, wait-and-notify queue extracts the unique 

request ID and then notify and wake up the worker thread which is waiting for the 
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completion of this request. And then wait-and-notify queue will process the next 

available response. The notification event will wake up a worker thread which is waiting 

for the completion of this request ID. This mechanism exhibits the high performance in 

multiple threading environment, requests sending and responses receiving are designed 

to be interleaved between multiple worker threads. Moreover, the wait-and-notify queue 

has been implemented based on Non-blocking queue, where CAS(compare and swap) 

strategy has been applied to improve the concurrent performance without blocking 

synchronization. The order of requests sending is not necessarily synchronized with the 

receiving order of responses. 

Edge node establish and maintain one persistent TCP connection to DLS Cloud 

to deliver multiple fetch/prefetch requests and responses in pipelines. This design is 

very different from our previous DLS work which will open multiple connections to 

send concurrent requests to remote IO node. The design and implementation decision 

between single connection multiplexing and multiple connection depends on the trade

offs of software application. In DLS Edge/Cloud architecture, Cloud is supposed to 

be connected with multiple Edge nodes. Excessive number of connections definitely 

increase the resource overhead and maintenance complexity. Moreover, with multiple 

connections per Edge node would cause less effective utilization of each TCP connec

tion and higher possibility of congestion control. Moreover, our previous work [48] 

demonstrated that the latency of a single connection with large number of pipeline 

capacities can achieve the same latency of multiple concurrent connections in wide area 

network. 
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5.3.2 PARAMETER SETTINGS OF FETCHING/PREFETCHING 

REQUESTS FROM EDGE NODES 

This section discusses in more details about how the combination parameter settings 

of force-refresh and pref etching affects metadata transferring between Edge nodes and 

Cloud. Client can set prefetch and force-refresh as parameters in the request. Force 

refresh means this metadata has to be retrieved from remote IO node, rather than reading 

metadata from the cache of the Edge node or Cloud. Pref etch option enables the feature 

of advanced fetching, which can be specified to retrieve a number of sub-layer folders 

in advance. Client can specify the value of pref etching TTL as the request parameter 

to denote the depth of prefetching sub-layer folders . Cloud allows any number of 

prefetching TTL without limits. Massive number of prefetching requests queueing 

in Cloud will not delay the service of fetching requests and the bandwidth usage of 

pref etching requests can be throttled by controlling the number of prefetch services. 

There are several rules to describe Edge/Cloud actions with different combination 

values of force-refresh and pref etch: 

1. the action of Cloud: 

1.1. If force-refresh is specified, Cloud will fetch/pref etch metadata from remote 

IO servers even though there is existing metadata in local. 

1.2. If force-refresh is not specified. Cloud will try to read metadata from local 

storage. If metadata is not in local, Cloud will retrieve the metadata of 

interest from remote IO node. For pref etching requests, Cloud will create a 

new pref etch request job on each subfile path and send these job to pref etch 

queue. The prefetch TTL will be decreased by one on putting into the 
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queue. Cloud will stop generating pref etch job if the value of pref etch TTL 

is negative. 

2. the action of Edge: 

2.1. If force-refresh is specified, Edge sends the pref etch request with pref etch 

TTL directly to Cloud. 

2.2. If force-refresh is not specified, Edge will traverse prefetching paths of 

subfile layers (depth is defined by prefetch TTL). If the metadata of path is 

not cached in local, Edge will create a pref etch request with the different 

prefetch TTL' ( the client's specified prefetch TTL subtracts the relative 

depth of this missing prefetch metadata) and send it to Cloud. 

3. Cloud publishing metadata to Edge subscribers: If force-refresh is not specified, 

Cloud will publish the metadata content to all Edge subscribers if this metadata 

is retrieved from remote IO server and this metadata content is newer than the 

current local copy. If this metadata from remote IO is the same as the current 

local copy, then Cloud will not do broadcasting. Cloud will check whether this 

Edge node fetch or pref etch this metadata in history. If this is the first time to 

fetch or prefetch metadata of interest, Cloud will send back the metadata to this 

Edge node. Otherwise, Cloud will not send back any message to Edge node or 

just send back the message containing the empty metadata to notify any Edge 

side thread waiting on the completion of this request. 
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5.4 SCALABLE FETCHING/PREFETCHING SERVICES 

Fetch/Pref etch services are deployed as Docker micro-services and running as container

base applications. Docker orchestration tools provide replicated Master managers to 

monitor micro-services in cluster. In our experiments, we use Docker Swarm [52] as the 

Docker cluster orchestration tool to manage the activities of fetch/prefetch services in 

the cluster such as: swarm worker join or removal as well as the fetch/pref etch services 

deployment and restart. The number of manger nodes is configurable, depending 

on the trade-off between performance and replica levels. Docker Swarm uses Raft 

consensus protocol [53] to manage the quorum of manager nodes. The more manager 

nodes join cluster, the higher replica level of fault-tolerance. However, it requires 

bigger quorum of manager nodes to decide on the updates of swarm cluster states. For 

example, in our experimental environment, DLS Cloud cluster has been configured 

with five virtual machines. Each machine has been installed with Docker Engine 

vl 8.03.1-ce. The machine of "dlscloud-uc-1" is initialized to be master manager and 

any two of rest machines will be assigned as replica master for failure tolerance of 

master nodes. "dlscloud-uc-" {2, 3, 4, 5} have been configured as "Worker" nodes, 

where Fetch/Prefetch services will be deployed on any of them: 

dlscloud- uc - 1 - gener ic Runn i ng t cp , / /192 . 5 . 87 . 60 , 2376 v18 . 03 . 1- ce 

dlscloud- uc- 2 - gener ic Runn i ng t cp : / /10 . 140 . 81 . 48 : 2376 v18 . 05 . 0 - ce 

dlscloud- uc - 3 - gener ic Running t cp : / /10 . 1 40 . 81 . 110 : 2376 v18 . 05 . 0 - ce 

dlscloud- uc - 4 - gener ic Running t cp , / /10 . 140 . 81 . 86 , 2376 v18 . 05 . 0 - ce 

dlscloud- uc - 5 - generic Running tcp , / /10 . 140 . 81 . 96 , 2376 v18 . 05 . 0 - ce 

DLS Cloud dispatcher has been designed and implemented to dispatch requests 

inside the pending queue in round-robin to all available Fetch/Prefetch services. The 

dispatcher maintains the mapping between dispatched jobs and Fetch/Pref etch services, 

and monitors all dispatched jobs inside "unack" queue. If services have been terminated, 
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dispatcher will re-dispatch unack jobs from this failure service to another available 

service by putting them on the top priority of pending queue. The unack jobs will be 

removed and marked as "completion" when dispatcher receives "ack" messages from 

Fetch/Prefetch services . 

5.5 METADATA CACHING SYNCHRONIZATION 

This section will describe details about DLS Edge/Cloud caching consistency between 

Edge nodes and DLS Cloud. 

5.5.1 METADATA CACHING SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN 

EDGE NODES AND DLS CLOUD 

In Figure 5.3, when an Edge node has been initialized to run, Edge node will send 

handshake request to DLS Cloud to register itself. DLS Cloud listens Edges' handshake 

requests and stores Edge information into persistent storage and setup heartbeat detec

tion and metadata updates connections between Edge nodes and then reply with ACK 

message back to Edge nodes. 

When DLS Cloud receives fetch/prefetch requests, DLS Cloud will pack those 

requests as fetch/pref etch jobs and assign a unique job id to each request. The queue 

dispatcher sends fetch/pref etch jobs to available Fetch/Pref etch services in round-robin 

way, and a Fetch/Pref etch service will be marked as available when this service initially 

registered to DLS Cloud dispatcher or dispatcher receives a ACK message from this 

service to acknowledge the completion of the job. DLS Cloud dispatcher monitors the 

availability of each running Fetch/Pref etch service and detects liveness by heartbeat 
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messages. When a job has been dispatched, DLS Cloud dispatcher will move this job 

from the job pending queue to unack queue. When the dispatcher receives a job ACK 

message, that job in unack queue will be removed. If a heartbeat message detects that a 

Fetch/Pref etch service has been terminated, then dispatcher will prioritize to dispatch a 

job from unack queue to an available Fetch/Prefetch service. 

DLS Cloud maintains a TCP connection between each Edge node to broadcast 

DLS Cloud metadata content updates. When DLS Cloud Fetch/Prefetch services create, 

overwrite 5.5.2.1 and delete 5.5.2.2 metadata content under a file path, such updates will 

be forwarded to the component of "Metadata Updates Sender" in Edge Management 

Service. "Metadata Updates Sender" will send update of metadata content or deletion 

to all Edge nodes which has fetched or prefetched the metadata of this file path before. 

Synchronization between Edge nodes and DLS Cloud means when the most updated 

metadata content arrives at Edge node, Edge node will synchronize its local cache 

metadata with this update. Each Fetch/Pref etch service can modify the metadata content 

on the same file path in atomic way, and DLS Cloud can guarantee the most updated 

metadata content will be synchronized with DLS cache (for details, please refer to 

overwrite 5.5.2.1 and delete 5.5.2.2). However, DLS Cloud does not design a "global" 

transaction between Fetch/Prefetch services to protect and guarantee the orders of 

metadata content modification in local DB cluster and sending update to "Metadata 

Updates Sender" in Edge Management Service. Thus, the sequence order of metadata 

updates in DB logs on a file path might be different from the orders of updates sending 

back to Edge nodes. Moreover, Fetch/Prefetch services can be terminated or restarted 

without knowing any status of request processing, e.g., a Fetch/Prefetch service can 

have stop-failure right after successfully overwrite the updated metadata into local DB, 

and the update of metadata content has not been sent to Edge nodes . 
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5.5.1.1 ONE CONNECTION PER SERVICE MODEL 

Fetch/Pref etch service only grabs one fetch/pref etch job from the queue. The service 

will become available to process the next job as long as the service completes the 

current fetch/pref etch job and sends back ACK message to the queue dispatcher. The 

service can cache multiple established connections to different remote IO nodes. If one 

cached connection has been idle for a while, this connection will receive TIMEOUT 

reply from remote IO node and resources of this connection will be de-allocated from 

the service. One connection per Fetch/Prefetch service has many advantages: First, it 

simplifies the design of dispatcher, dispatcher can keep the mapping of one-job-one

service. When a service has been terminated, dispatch just re-dispatches that unack 

job to another available Fetch/Prefetch service. Second, Cloud runs the Fetch/Pref etch 

service as an independent service on a single cluster node or across multiple nodes . To 

fully exploiting a cluster node machine's computing power and network IO bandwidth, 

Cloud can launch and run more number of Fetch/Pref etch services on a single cluster 

node 5.10. Third, It is easy to scale up/down the the number of Fetch/Prefetch service. 

Cloud can increase fetching/pref etching scalable performance by increasing the number 

of Fetch/Pref etch service and throttle the bandwidth usage of services by decreasing the 

number of Fetch/Pref etch service. 

5.5.1.2 STATELESS FETCH/PREFETCH SERVICES 

Fetch/Pref etch service (please ref er to Algorithm 1) is designed to be stateless. Fetch/Pref etch 

Service can be restarted and terminated at anytime, and an uncompleted job will 

be re-dispatched to another available Fetch/Prefetch service. It is necessary for a 

Fetch/Pref etch service to store the job ID into persistent storage as well as the meta-
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Algorithm 1 Fetch/Prefetch Service 
1: procedure J OBPROCESS(job) 

2: update +- false, null 
3: jobid +- job.id 
4: edgedigest +- job.digest Inull 

: url +- job.url 
6: forcerefresh +- job.forcerefresh 
7: snder +- job.snder 
8: prefITL +- job.prefITL 
9: edgejobid +- job.edgejobid 

: notifySnder +- false, null, NO_OVERWRITE 

11 : digestsnapshot +- db.getdigest(url) 
12: result +- getMetadata( url, force refresh) 

13 : if this .servicetype = Pre/etch I\ earlystop = 
14: ACK(jobid) 

: return 
16: if result .code= SUCCESS then 
17: update +- db.upsert( url, result, jobid) 
18: if jobid = update.jobid then 
19: update.code+- SUCCESS 

5.5 Metadata Caching Synchronization 

I> retrieve metadata from local DB or remote IO nodes. 

true I\ result .cachehit = true then 
1> notify di spatcher thi s job is done. 

: if edgedigest = null V edgedigest # digest(result.meta) then 
21: notifySnder +- true, files, OVERWRITE 
22: if edgedigest = digest(result.meta) then 
23 : notifySnder +- true, null, NO_OVERWRITE 
24: if update.code = SUCCESS V notifySnder = OVERWRITE then 

: files +- encode( result.meta) 
26: if update.code = SUCCESS then 
27 : update+- true,files, OVERWRITE' 
28 : else 
29: if result .code = DELETE then 

: update+- db.upsert(url,jobid, "DELETE") 
31: if jobid = update.jobid then 
32: update.code +- SUCCESS 
33 : if update.code # DUP J)£LETE I\ digestsnapshot 
34: update.code +- SUCCESS 

: if update.code= SUCCESS then 
36: files +- encode(update.meta) 
37 : update+- true,files, OVERWRITE, "DELETE" 
38 : else 
39: update.code +- FAILURE 

: if notifySnder = true then 
41 : NotifyCloudEdgeMngmntService( edgejobid, notifySnder) 
42: if update.code = SUCCESS then 
43 : UpdateCloudEdgeMngmntService(edgejobid, url, update) 

44: if result .code = DELETE then 
: parenturl +- get_parenturl(url) 

46: fetchrequest +- request( 
edgejobid, parenturl, force refresh '=true, 
prefITL'=l +prefITL, snder, digest' =null, earlystop=true) 

47 : submit(fetchrequest) 
48 : else 
49: if result .code = SUCCESS then 

: if prefTTL > Othen 
51 : while nextsubfile do 
52: prefetchrequest +- request( 

subfileurl, force refresh '=fa lse, 
prefITL'=-l+prefITL, snder, digest' =null) 

53: submit(prefetchrequest) 

54: ACK(jobid) 

= update.digest then 

I> backtrace synchroni zation 

I> create and submit prefetch requests for all subfiles. 

1> notify di spatcher thi s job is done. 
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data content, since the job ID can prevent a service sending the duplicated metadata 

back to Edge nodes. For example, when a service has been terminated and another 

Fetch/Prefetch service will pick that uncompleted job and re-execute it. The previ

ous failed service might have updated the content of metadata in the local DB. The 

Fetch/Prefetch service needs to understand that this DB write is stale or not by com

paring the job ID in this job request with that one in the metadata content from local 

persistent storage. If they are the same, then Fetch/Prefetch service would assume 

this job successfully update local cached metadata content and need to send back this 

updated metadata back to Edge nodes. Otherwise, the service will not publish the 

content of metadata to all Edge node subscribers. 

5.5.1.3 METADATA UPDATES NOTIFICATION AND BROADCAST 

Fetch/Prefetch service also splits the logic of notification to Edge node sender and 

broadcast updates to Edge nodes. When a Edge node (sender) waits for the completion 

of a fetch request. DLS Cloud Fetch service must send back metadata content to notify 

this sender Edge node. If a Fetch service has the metadata ready for this fetch request, 

line 20 will compare the digest of Edge node to see if this Edge node already cached the 

exactly same metadata content, in this case, Fetch service will send back the notification 

message without the full metadata content to this Edge node. If the metadata content 

has been overwritten, this update will be broadcasted to all Edge nodes which ever 

fetch/pref etch on this file path before. 

5.5.1.4 CONSERVATIVE DELETION OF INVALID CACHING METADATA 

Fetch/Prefetch service does conservative deletion on cached metadata content 5.5.2.2. 

Fetch/Pref etch service will first get a snapshot of current caching metadata digest at 
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ti, and then confirm the "DELETION" from the reply of remote IO node at t2 • If the 

metadata content has not been updated during this period of time (ti , t2 ), then it is safe 

to mark this metadata content to be "DELETE". If there has been another Fetch/Prefetch 

service overwrite new metadata content during this period of time (ti , t2 ), then this 

"DELETION" will not be marked into local DB, even though there is no such folder or 

file on remote IO node. Once Fetch service detects any "DELETION", the service will 

start the backtrace synchronization on the parent file path in line 44. Meanwhile, this 

job will be marked as completed by sending ACK message back to the queue dispatcher. 

Figure 5.4 shows a scenario of 3 fetching jobs on the same file path to be executed 

on DLS Cloud. When 3 fetching jobs are done, the caching metadata is D2 on DLS 

Cloud. Edge node receives the different sequence order of updates, however, metadata 

content of D2 will be eventually cached on Edge node. Note, D stands for the digest of 

metadata content, there are two constraints of digest: 

• Da =Db ¢:::=;> the metadata content of a is exactly the same as b. 

• Da i- Db ¢:::=;> the metadata content of a is not the same as b. 

In Figure 5.5, a successful deletion DI is to update caching metadata with status of 

"DELETE" if the digest of current caching metadata content is DI. 

5.5.2 METADATA CACHING SYNCHRONIZATION BETWEEN 

DLS CLOUD AND REMOTE IO NODES 

DLS Edge/Cloud system never install any application on remote IO nodes. Any changes 

on the metadata content or folder tree structure on remote IO nodes will not be notified 

to DLS Edge/Cloud system and our system will not be aware of what type of IO 
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operation to make such changes. To detect such changes on remote IO nodes, DLS 

Edge/Cloud system provides REST API for users to place a "hook" to pre-register their 

folders under the monitoring, then DLS Cloud will periodically scan the metadata of 

these "hook" folders/files on remote IO nodes (subfolders of "hook" folders will not 

be monitored). DLS Cloud also can detect metadata changes on remote IO nodes by 

the retrieved metadata from fetch/prefetch requests. If either requested metadata has 

not been cached or force-refresh option is specified, DLS Cloud will retrieve metadata 

of interest from remote IO node and populate the retrieval metadata content into local 

cache. Based on above methods, Edge/Cloud can always retrieve back the most updated 

metadata content of files on remote IO nodes. 

5.5.2.1 OVERWRITE METADATA CONTENT 

DLS Cloud Fetch/Prefetch services resolve the overwrite conflicts of metadata contents 

on the same caching object. Our system uses underlying DB clusters to guarantee the 

atomic read/write on the single metadata object. 

DLS Cloud checks and compares the timestamp of files between the retrieval 

metadata content and the one which has been cached. That is to say, DLS Edge/Cloud 

uses timestamp of files on remote IO node as a hard "version". As long as the file 

timestamp is newer than what has been cached, then it is always safe to overwrite it. 

Otherwise, the retrieved metadata with the stale timestamp will be discarded. And 

the service will return back current cached metadata content to the Edge node which 

requested this metadata retrieval. 
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5.5.2.2 FOLDER TREE STRUCTURE CACHING 

Moreover, DLS Edge/Cloud system provides a way to maintain the consistency between 

DLS Cloud and remote file system on the folder tree structure. In DLS Edge/Cloud 

system, we cache metadata content under the key of file path URL. If file folder has been 

renamed, deleted or moved on remote IO nodes. Then any subfolder has been cached in 

Edge/Cloud system will become dirty cached metadata. Any metadata retrieval with 

force-refresh option under such invalid file path from remote IO nodes, the service will 

receive the content of "No such file or directory" exception in the reply from remote IO 

nodes. 

Once DLS Cloud Fetch/Pref etch service got such error from remote IO node, then 

Fetch/Pref etch service will will do extra work to synchronize the invalid cache metadata. 

First, Fetch/Pref etch service will try to read current cached metadata digest D . Then 

metadata retrieval on the invalid file path will cause DLS protocol client to return back 

ErrorCode of "DELETE", which means this metadata is under invalid caching file path 

and should be marked as "DELETION" in DLS Cloud storage. The DB cluster will 

atomically compare and overwrite "DELETE" status 5.5 into current caching metadata 

D' if D is equal to D'. The comparison of metadata content digest is to guarantee that 

this service will mark "DELETE" status on the invalid caching metadata, not overwrite 

the metadata content of another success retrieval D". Finally, if this deletion has been 

populated into local DB, this deletion message will be updated to all Edge nodes which 

have been fetched/pref etched on this invalid file path before. Otherwise, the service 

will return back the current caching metadata. Moreover, when deletion happens, the 

Fetch/Pref etch service will create a new fetch/pref etch request to do force-refresh on 

the parent file path and prefetch sublayer files (without force-refresh) . This means 
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DLS Cloud will re-fetch metadata content of parent file path from remote IO node and 

then prefetch I-layer subfolders under this new updated metadata content. Without 

force-refresh option on the subfiles prefetching is to maximumly reused local cache to 

avoid redundant force-refresh retrieval of the cached metadata. Under certain situations, 

the parent file path could also be invalid, then Fetch/Pref etch service will repeat the 

above process to create fetch request on the parent file path and increase the prefetch 

option on subfolder layers by 1, e.g., prefetch 2-layer(prefetchTIL =2) . 

Figure 5.6 shows a scenario of how DLS Cloud synchronizes the caching invalid file 

path metadata contents. DLS Cloud caches metadata a, b, c, d and on remote file system, 

the directory d has been renamed to d' . Edge node- I sends fetch request with options 

of force-refresh and pref etch I-sublayer to DLS Cloud. Since file path dis stale and 

invalid, DLS Cloud service SI will delete this metadata caching content and broadcast 

this "DELETE d" to all Edge nodes which have fetched/pref etched on file path d before. 

After success deletion on d metadata in cache, service SI creates a force-refresh fetch 

request on file path c with option to prefetch I -sublayer and sends this request to the 

queue dispatcher. Dispatcher will dispatch this request to an available fetch service S2. 

The process will continue to repeat until that fetch service can force refresh to retrieve a 

metadata of a valid file path (folder a in this case), and at that moment, the number of 

prefetch sublayers has been increased to 3, which means DLS Cloud will do early-stop 

prefetch for all 3-sublayer under file path a. Apparently, in Figure 5.6, folder b' is never 

cached and its sublayers from sublayer-2 to sublayer-3 will be retrieved from remote 

IO nodes. The prefetching over file path a's subfolders which are not under file path d 

will read from DLS Cloud local cache. And DLS Cloud applies early-stop prefetch on 

this case, which means, prefetch will stop continuing to prefetch sublayers even though 

pref etch TIL is not "O" as long as the metadata content of this prefetched file path can 
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be read from DLS Cloud cache. File path b' is the only prefetch file path that can not 

read metadata content from DLS Cloud cache, so only file path b' will continue to do 

further prefetching. 

There could be multiple force-fresh fetching requests on other invalid sub file paths 

b1
, b2

, b3 , DLS Cloud will do similar "backtrace" synchronization on each file path 

originated from b1 
, b2 

, b3 . And each "backtrace" synchronization will be created as 

a single fetch request and sent back to dispatcher. Multiple available fetch/prefetch 

services will process "backtrace" synchronization request concurrently. However, there 

is no overlapping "backtrace" synchronization file path between fetch/prefetch services, 

since only the successful "DELETION" of invalid file path can trigger the continuous 

"backtrace" synchronization on the parent file path. The atomic DB transaction on 

metadata content which does comparing status and digest fields can guarantee that one 

invalid file path has been marked as "DELETE" at most once. 

When Edge node processes update message with "DELETED" , the Edge node will 

apply this DELETE overwrite as long as the timestamp is newer than what it is current 

cached. 

5.6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

5.6.1 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Experiments emulate clients' fetching and pref etching metadata from remote IO nodes 

in wide area network. We setup DLS Cloud cluster and FTP IO servers on Chameleon 

UC, TACC clusters [54], DLS Edge node and DLS Client in Buffalo NY. FTP server1 

1vsftpd: version 3.0.3 
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has been configured with USERNAME/PASSWD authentication and installed on one 

allocated bare-metal 1 instance on Chameleon TACC cluster. We created folder directory 

tree structure on the FfP server with our synthetic number of subfolders: 1, 10, 100, 

1000 and 10000, since we assume that in most common case such synthetic number of 

folders can represent the validated number of subfiles (physical files and folders) in one 

authentic file system. 

DLS Cloud cluster has been installed across 6 allocated bare-metal instances on 

Chameleon UC cluster. Docker Swarm [52] cluster has been configured to orchestrate 

DLS Cloud services: DLS Cloud HTTP service, DB service, DLS Cloud dispatcher, 

and metadata fetch/prefetch services. Among 6 bare-metall l instances, Docker Swarm 

manager nodes replication factor has been set to 3 for failure tolerance and 5 instances 

has been configured as worker nodes where fetch/pref etch services will be scheduled 

and served. We setup MongoDB [55] with replication factor 3 to provide persistent 

storage. 

We setup our DLS Client and DLS Edge node on the same machine in Buffalo 

NY, where the long distance between remote FfP server and DLS Client can emulate 

the metadata retrieval in wide area network and moreover DLS Edge node has been 

deployed in proximity of Client. To simulate clients concurrent requests, we ran our 

client load generation scripts sending Curl HTTP requests in parallel on client machine 

and measure the latency of each request and then calculate the average of all requests' 

latency. 

Scalability is an important performance criteria in distributed system. We try 

to measure the scalability performance with larger number of fetching/prefetching 

services, however due to the quota limitation, we just did scalability experiment across 

5 bare-metal instances, where each Chameleon UC bare-metal instance provides decent 
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CPU and memory. In our experiments we measure the scalability of running multiple 

fetch/pref etch services on single machine and multiple machines. But DLS Cloud cluster 

can be definitely extended to larger cluster with more instances resources allocated to it. 

5.6.2 TRANSFERRING METADATA CONTENT ENCODE/DECODE 

Transferring metadata content via TCP connection network requires each hop node to 

serialize metadata content to bytes on sending and de-serialize bytes back to metadata 

content on receiving sicne each hop node will store the metadata content as JSON 

document into local MongoDB cluster. Figure 5.9 shows the size of metadata content 

in plain JSON string and encode/decode latency on different size of metadata content. 

The size of plain JSON string grows greatly as the increasing number of subfiles( the size 

of JSON string of metadata content with 10000 subfiles is more than 1 MB). Meanwhile, 

decoding 1 such large bytes payload demands long latency (nearly 250 milli seconds in 

case of metadata with 10000 subfiles, the latency would add extra one-third of latency 

in Figure 5.8 on retrieving path: client--+ edge--+ cloud@UC --+ io node at TACC). 

In DLS Edge/Cloud system, we use protocobuff protocol [56] to serialize/de-serialize 

metadat content. In Figure 5.9, the protocbuff encoded payload message size is smaller 

(350KB is the size of metadata with 10000 subfiles, just one-fifth the size of plain JSON 

string) and total latency on encoding/de-coding also smaller than JSON string. 

5.6.3 CLIENT'S SINGLE FETCH LATENCY 

We evaluate single fetch latency and overhead on retrieving metadata of interest from 

different hop geolocation using different clients (Curl client2 [57], DLS client, Edge 

1 Apache 4.0+ EntityUtils package 
2 curl 7.47 .0 (x86_64-pc-linux-gnu) 
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client'). In the experiments, all testing client software are residing on the same machine. 

There are factors affecting the response time and latency on retrieving metadata of 

interest. In Figure 5.8, it shows fetching latency and response time can be reduced 

greatly when the geolocation of metadata content is cached near to the client. Moreover, 

when client retrieves metadata content from the same geolocation node, the more 

number of hops on the retrieve path, the larger latency will take to retrieve metadata: 

e.g., the latency on the retrieve path: client --+ cloud@UC outperform the latency on 

the path of client --+ edge --+ cloud@UC. Another factor can affect the latency is the 

accumulative RTT on retrieve path, in experiments, we compare the latency between 2 

retrieve paths: pathl: client --+ cloud@UB --+ io node at TACC, and path2: client --+ 

cloud@UC --+ io node at TACC. Both have the same number of hops, but the latency of 

retrieving metadata of interest on pathl is better that of path2, since the accumulative 

RTT 5 .1 is smaller than path2. Metadata content size and encoding can also affect the 

latency on retrieving metadata of interest. On the retrieving path: DSL client --+ io node 

@ TACC, it has fewer number of hops, however, DLS client transfers plain JSON string, 

that cause its a bit higher latency than others. We also measure Curl Client on retrieving 

metadata of interest from the same remote IO nodes. This highest latency is due to cost 

of FTP authentication, where DLS client and Edge client use optimized FTP protocol 

to exchange FTP authentication commands, and re-use persistent FTP connection on 

each metadata retrieval. 

5.6.4 CLIENT'S CONCURRENT FETCH LATENCY 

Next, we evaluate client's concurrent fetch latency with different number of fetch 

services on single machine and multiple machines. Different from what DLS proposed 

1the edge without specification stands for Edge client in Figure 5.8, 
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a service with multiple connections to a remote IO node, fetch service just open one 

single connection to a remote IO node and fetch service can only serve a single fetch 

request at each time. The network bandwidth of single machine can be fully utilized by 

launching multiple instances of fetch/prefetch services one a machine. And in Figure 

5.10 and Figure 5.11, we measure the average client side latency by sending number 

of (1, 10, 100, 1000) concurrent force-refresh fetch requests to remote IO node with 

different number of fetch service instances on one bare-metal machine and multiple 

machines. Figure 5.10 (a)~ (d) shows the scalability with at most 10 fetch services on 

a single bare-metal machine. We also measure client's average latency with even large 

number of fetch services on 100, 1000 concurrent requests in ( e) ~ (f) . Figure 5.11 

shows the scalability when launching number of fetch service instances across 5 bare

metal machines. We deploy at most 50 fetch services to measure the scalability latency 

on fetching 100, 1000 concurrent requests in Figure 5.11 (e) ~ (f). Both figures 5.10 

and 5.11 show that DLS Cloud can scale client side average latency with the increasing 

number of fetch services. We also note that the same number of fetch services across 

multiple physical machines can give a slightly better performance of metadata retrieval 

latency than that on a single physical machine. For 100 concurrent fetch requests, two 

fetch services on a single physical machine can scale client's average latency to 0.9 

second, and two fetch services on two different physical machines can scale to 0.8 

second. For 1000 concurrent fetch requests, two fetch services on a single physical 

machine can scale client's average latency to 8.4 second, while two fetch services on 

two different physical machines can scale to 7 .9 second. With increasing number of 

fetch services, the difference of client's average latency scaling between single physical 

machine and multiple ones is becoming very small. That is due to the remote FTP 

server's concurrent requests limits and concurrent IO operation latency. DLS Cloud sets 
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I Source I Destination I RTT in Seconds I 
Buffalo, NY Chicago, IL 0.0253 
Buffalo, NY Austin, TX 0.0446 
Chicago, IL Austin, TX 0.032 

Table 5.1: Experimental Machines RTT Specifications. 

I Specs Chameleon@UC I Chameleon@TACC I Edge / Client 
Geolocation Chicago, IL Austin, TX Buffalo, NY 
CPU Intel Xeon Gold 6126 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU ES-2670 v3 Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
Memory Size 128 GB 128GB 6GB 

Table 5.2: Experimental Machines Hardware Specifications.1 

maximum number of fetch/pref etch services on a bare-metal machine (20 fetch services 

in the experiments), the maximum number is configured in DLS Cloud setting file by 

system admin. This number can be varied with consideration of CPU and memory on 

the cluster instance. Even though, one bare-metal instance provides decent CPU and 

memory, we can not launch arbitrary large number of fetch/prefetch services on one 

single cluster instance. We deploy 50 fetch services across 5 bare-metal instances and 

evaluate client side average latency on 100 and 1000 concurrent requests to retrieve 

metadata from remote IO node. In Figure 5.11 (e) and (f) show that client's average 

latency of 100 concurrent requests is 0.89 second and client's average latency of 1000 

concurrent requests is 0.88 second. 

Figure 5.14 shows the performance of client's concurrent requests to fetch metadata 

from proximity Edge node. 10 concurrent requests will take around 20 milliseconds. 

And 100 concurrent requests will take 100 milliseconds, which has bigger overhead 

due to allocate more threads from Edge node frontend threading pool(configured as 

200 threads). So when increase number of concurrent requests by 10 times more, 1000 

concurrent requests will take around 150 millisecond since most of worker threads can 

be reused to serve for different requests. 

1Each Chameleon@UC(University of Chicago) bare-metal instance equips with 12 cores and 2.60 
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5.6.5 CLIENT FETCHING LATENCY DISTRIBUTION 

Besides considering the average of concurrent response time, we also evaluate the 

latency distribution for 100 and 1000 concurrent requests with different number of 

fetching services. In Figure 5.12, we can see that latency distribution curves of 100 

and 1000 concurrent requests with 5 fetch services is almost linear to reflect queueing 

effect of DLS Cloud, which means 5 fetch services are not large enough to scale the 

number of concurrent requests, because most of requests are waiting for the available 

fetch services. Thus with the increasing number of fetch services, it is clearly to see that 

the latency distribution curves will shift to left side. When DLS Cloud launches more 

than 15 or 20 fetching services, we can have vertical line of latency distribution, which 

means most of requests can be done concurrently. Larger number of fetching services on 

DLS Cloud, not only can dramatically reduce the average response time, but also give 

smooth increasing latency for each request. There is no obvious choke(horizontal) line 

of each request latency due to the concurrency. Just for 1000 concurrent requests with 

15 fetching services, there is a smaller portion(around 5% of total requests) ranged in a 

small interval (2.3, 3.1 on x-axis) of horizontal line. Horizontal line means there is no 

fetch requests' response latency in this interval. The longer of horizontal line, the more 

deteriorated response latency for some fetch requests, since some fetch requests have 

been choked/blocked by a certain length of time even thought the average of fetching 

requests is not drastically increased. When DLS Cloud launches more than 30 fetching 

services, nearly 90% of 100 concurrent requests can be completed within 0 1 second 

and 90% of 1000 concurrent requests can be completed within 1.1 seconds. 

GHz CPU. Each Chameleon@TACC(Texas Advanced Computing Center) bare-metal instance equips 
with 12 cores and 2.30 GHz CPU. Both of them offers as 48 vcpus and with 128 GB disk. All machines' 
operation system is Ubuntu 16.04. 
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5.6.6 EDGE NODE PREFETCHING LATENCY 

Figure 5.13 demonstrates the scalability of prefetching services. We calculate the total 

pref etching elapse time on Edge node to pref etch metadata from remote IO node. Edge 

node sends force-refresh requests and sets prefetching option to prefetch metadata 

of subfolders. All prefetch requests will be sent to remote IO server to retrieve back 

metadata of interest. We conduct experiments on the prefetching scalability of 10 

thousand pref etch requests with at most 10 pref etch services and 100 thousand requests 

with at most 85 prefetch services. The result shows that with increasing number of 

pref etching services, the total prefetching latency can be greatly reduced. Pref etching 

10 thousand requests will take 350 seconds with 1 prefetch service. When DLS Cloud 

increase the number of prefetch services to 10 across 5 physical machines, the total 

prefetching latency will need 48 seconds, nearly 8 times fast than the latency with 1 

pref etch services. We continue to increase the number of pref etch services by 5 and 

reach to 85 pref etch services without increasing the number of physical machines. With 

85 prefetch services, the total prefetching 100 thousand requests can be completed 

with 60 seconds(the average of each prefetch can be done in 0.6 millisecond), where 

it will take 700 seconds to complete with 5 pref etch services. Table 5 .1 lists that the 

RTT between client and remote IO node is 44 milliseconds. Thus with 85 prefetch 

services on DLS Cloud, with one RTT between client and remote IO node, Edge node 

can complete 70+ pref etch requests. We can conclude that with more pref etch services 

and physical machines joining DLS Cloud cluster, our system can continue to send 

excessive pref etch requests with very good scalability until reaching the bottleneck of 

remote IO node. 
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5.6.7 CURL CLIENT FETCHING LATENCY 

We choose the most popular tool Curl [57] to compare with our system to retrieve 

metadata from remote IO node. Figure 5.16 shows the client side average latency to 

retrieve 10, 100 and 1000 concurrent fetch requests from remote IO node. It is clear 

to see that the average latency of 100 concurrent requests is about two time more 

than the latency of 10 concurrent requests, even thought we increase the number of 

concurrent requests by 10 times. However, when increasing concurrent requests to 

1000, the average latency will be dramatically increased by 5 times than the latency 

of 100 concurrent requests. By analyzing the latency distribution of Curl concurrent 

requests performance in Figure 5 .17, we can see that native Curl tool can not satisfy the 

performance of large number of concurrent requests. For 10 concurrent requests, Curl 

client performance is good, each fetch response time is around 0. 7 second. However, on 

the experiments of 100 and 1000 concurrent requests , we can see that horizontal (choke) 

line in the diagrams. On the diagram of 100 concurrent requests, there is a long interval 

(0.7 2.5 seconds) of choke lines, which means that number of concurrent requests choke 

the system without any response for 2 seconds and after few requests retrieving back 

metadata, there is another choke line of 1 second of interval(2.5 3.5 seconds). On 

the diagram of 1000 concurrent requests, Curl has around 0.3% of requests will take 

nearly 60+ seconds to complete metadata retrieval, even though 90% of requests can 

be completed within 10 seconds. To concisely comparison, we just present the latency 

distribution of our system with 2 and 50 fetch services in diagrams. The reason we 

choose the latency distribution of our system with 2 fetch services is that this settings 

can give the similar average latency to Curl, but our system response time is almost 

linear without any choke lines. With 50 fetch services, our system of latency distribution 
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is almost a vertical line, which means our system is scalable and can response to 1000 

concurrent requests nearly at the same time. 
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Metadata Cache on Edge Nodes Metadata Cache on DLS Cloud Remote Directories and Files 

DLS Edge-2 

Client 

rl read fetching request on DLS Edge node 
w l write fetching metadata on client 
r2 read fetching metadata on DLS Cloud 
w2 write fetching metadata on DLS Edge node 
u update metadata to all Edge nodes which ever fetched on the same metadata in history 
r2' pre-fetch requests to DLS Cloud 
w2' write pre-fetch results on DLS Edge node 

➔ fetch request stream 

➔ metadata updates stream 

- -) prefetch request stream 

H DLS FTP connection 

Figure 5.1: Fetch/Prefetch Workflows between DLS Client, DLSEdge, DLSCloud and IO 
Servers 

Gradient color bar stands for the metadata retrieval latency: the darker color, the larger latency will take 
to retrieve metadata of interest. Note this diagram hides details workflows in DLS Edge node and DLS 
Cloud cluster. 
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DLS Edge Node 

requests 
. I I 

Request4 Request 3 Request 2 Request I I·1 I I I I 
Edge Node work DLS Cloud 

response 
notification I I 

Response 2 Response 3 Response 4 Response I 

threads 

I 1· 
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Figure 5.2: Edge Node Request and Response multiplexing Mechanism 

DLS Edge Nodes DLSC!oud 

/' ------------,, I Edge-! Ii 
Metadata Updates Fetch 
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Figure 5.3: Edge Management Service 
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3I Job ~ai¥J overwrite D 1 delete D 1 overwrite D2 

tl 12 13 
metadata updates logs in Cloud DB 

~-- -, ~-- --~--, 
I getmetadata I I getmetadata I I getmetadata I
I ,___----.-_ ..... I I ,___----.-_..... I I ,___----.-_ ..... I 

ove1w nte, I ~____...-~ I I ~____...-~ I I ~____...-~ I ove1write D2 ove1write D 1 
deletion Dl 

I ,..__----.-_ ..... I I ,..__----.-_..... I I .___----.-_ ..... I update messages receiving order on Edge Node 

I .---...--.=-. I I .---...--.=-. I I .---...--.=-. I 
I DI I I deletion DI I I D2 I 
I I I I I I 
t______ t______ t_ ____ _ 

Fetch sevice-1 Fetch sevice-2 Fetch sevice-3 

Figure 5.4: Edge, Cloud Cache Synchronization 

Assume 3 jobs fetching on the same file path metadata content will be dispatched to 3 available fetch 
services. Each fetch service will first get metadata content and then either use the retrieval metadata 
content to overwrite current caching metadata or apply deletion and then finally send back updates to 
Edge nodes. When 3 jobs are completed, the metadata content of this file path is the result of overwrite 
D2, because timestamp in D2 is newer than that in Dl. Edge node receives updates messages in 
different orders. Edge node applies overwrite D 1 to its local cache if times tamp in D 1 is newer, and then 
applies deletion if Dl is what caches in local. Then Edge node applies overwrite D2, since D2 
timestamp is the newest. Finally, Edge node will skip overwrite DI and the caching metadata is 
synchronized with metadata content D2. 
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digest: fad0f0b4ed4b750fb07bf4fddaf ... 
status: delete 
jobid: 12345 
"meta": "{ 

"name": "lhomelftptesU3/", 
"host": "ftp:1/dlscloud.ftptestl.com", 
"dir'': true, 
"mdtm": "Jul 05 19:13", 
"size": 4096, 
"perm": 775, 
"files": [{ 

"name": "O", 
"dir'': true 

}, { 
"name": "1", 
"dir": true 

},{ 
"name": "2", 
"dir'': true 

}] 

Figure 5.5: A Successful Overwrite(DELETE Status) Metadata Content in DLS Cloud 
Cache 

DLS Cloud stores metadata of remote file path as (key, value) pair, where the key is the file path url, and 
value consists of multiple fields : digest, status, jobid and meta. The jobid filed is the job id assigned to a 
fetch/prefetch request which will overwrite this metadata content. A successful "DELETE" overwrites 
the status field to be "delete". Digest is the digest of meta field. In this exmaple, a file path with 3 
subfiles has been marked as "DELETE". 
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DLSCloud Directory Tree on IO Node Edges 

force-refresh d force-refresh c 

1 
I Edge-I
I 
I 
I Other Edges j ..______, 

I 
l_ - - - - - - - _,, 

Figure 5.6: Directory Tree Synchronization 

DLS Cloud caches metadata contents under the file path urls a, b, c, d. Directory d has been renamed to 
d' on remote IO node. Edge node- I sent a force-refresh fetch on the cached file path d and wait for its 
retrieval metadata content. On DLS Cloud, this file path d will be detected as invalid file path and trigger 
the synchronization on this invalid file path d. Grey color filled rectangle denotes that prefetch sublayer 
request will not be executed due to the failure of fetching on that invalid file path. All failures of 
force-refresh fetching on invalid file path will trigger the deletion on local cache and DLS Cloud will 
broadcast deletion to all related Edge nodes. DLS Cloud sends fresh metadata content of a back to Edge 
node-1 and also broadcast it to all Edge nodes subscribers. For simplicity, this digram dose not show the 
workflow of dispatchers. 
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/ 
/ 

/ 

backtrace sync path 3 I 
/ 

II 

backtrace sync path 1 t 
I 

I\ 
\ N sublayers 
\ I 

I 
I 
I 

backtrace sync path 2 

Figure 5.7: Multiple Backtrace Synchronization Paths 

Folder bis invalid. There are 3 concurrent force-refresh requests on bl , b2 , b3. 3 non-overlapping 
backtrace synchronization paths originated from bl , b2 , b3. Fetch/Prefetch requests will be generated for 
each subfolder on backtrace sync paths. DLS Cloud dispatcher will dispatch those requests to available 
Fetch/Prefetch services. 
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(a) Metadata Size (b) Encode to Bytes 
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Figure 5.9: ProtocBuff Size and Encode/Decode Effects 
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(a) 1 fetch request scalability (b) 10 concurrent fetch requests scalabi lity 
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Figure 5.10: Multiple DLS Cloud Fetch Services on One Single Machine 
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(a) 1 fetch request scalability (b) 10 fetch request scalability 
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Figure 5.11: Multiple DLS Cloud Fetch Services on Multiple Machines 
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latency distrition of 100 concurrent requests latency distrition of 1000 concurrent requests 
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Figure 5.12: Client Fetch Latency Distribution with Different Number of Fetch Services 
across 5 bare-metal Machines 
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latency distrition of 10 concurrent requests latency distrition of 100 concurrent requests 
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latency distrition of 10 concurrent requests latency distrition of 100 concurrent requests 
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CHAPTER6 

METADATA TRANSFERRING 

WITH DISTRIBUTED CONTINUUM 

CACHING AND PREFETCHING 

ARCHITECTURE 

A large-scale metadata fetching and prefetching is demanded by modern cluster and 

applications and becomes a cornerstone of IT infrastructures. Moreover, with rapid 

growth of IoT, a paradigm shift from Cloud to Edge computing has inspired new 

opportunities and challenges of caching and pref etching architecture on metadata 

transferring in WAN. 

In this chapter, we present the design and implementation of a novel metadata 

transferring technique built on both distributed hierarchical caching and prefetching 

mechanism in WAN to effectively sidestep metadata transferring latency. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

6.1.1 A PARADIGM SHIFT FROM CLOUD TO FOG COMPUT

ING 

With numerous growth of Internet of Things (IOT) [58] devices (e.g., sensor, smart 

phone, smart vehicle and smart home, etc) connecting to the world, a paradigm shift 

from Cloud to Fog computing sparks the new needs and requirements in the field of 

Cloud computing and distributed applications. Based on the powerful distributed and 

parallel storage and computation ability, traditional Clouding computing can easily 

afford scalable and reliable Quality of service (QoS) to clients. However, such direct 

service between clients and Cloud is facing more and more challenges in nowadays 

computing scenarios due to three main reasons: First, the number of IOT devices 

will increase exponentially over years. By conservative estimation, Coetzee et al [59] 

expected that the number will reach to 50 billion in 2020. Furthermore, data generated by 

IOT devices will definitely overload to Cloud and there are many issues of transmission 

of such large amount of data and information exchange between clients and Cloud 

in the WAN environment. Second, Clouding computing is lack of mobility supports 

and can not provides prompt services to latency sensitive applications. Decentralized 

Cloud computing by moving necessary amount of computation and intelligence to the 

network edge side is catering for the locality awareness applications and then greatly 

reduce communication latency and bandwidth usage. Last but not least, limitation 

of endpoint devices, e.g., power consumption, CPU and storage abilities, can not 

afford sophisticated client application. Cloud computing is indispensable component 

in system, but on the big picture of IOT network, Fog computing can help tackle the 
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above problems. 

6.1.2 FIRST CITIZENSHIP OF METADATA TRANSFERRING 

In the field of distributed and Cloud infrastructures, the demand for distributed metadata 

transferring and optimization services increased. Roselli et al [2] studied system call 

event traces from different types of workload. According to their study, more than 

50% of all VO operations are due to metadata-intensive computing and the requests to 

read file attributes dominate in all workloads (e.g., stat operation comprise 42% of all 

file-system calls in INS, 71 % fro RES, 10% for WEB and 26% for NT respectively.). 

Metadata transferring is latency sensitive and efficient metadata transferring is critical 

to leverage performance of system, since metadata consists of fundamental information 

of file system, e.g., files attributes, directory tree structure and access control list (ACL), 

a crucial data in operation workflows. For example, when a user wants to open a file on 

remote file system, this user needs to locate the target file by traversing directory tree. 

And if a user wants to delete a file, the system needs to check the existence of that file 

and permission of deletion. 

6.1.3 FACTORS IMPACT AGGRESSIVE PREFETCHING 

Besides fetching metadata of interest from remote server as users' requests, the system 

consults with the pref etch predictor a list of candidates which are assumed be accessed 

in near future and fetch them in advance before users access those metadata information. 

Metadata pref etching can be more aggressive than pref etching physical files because 

of an important characteristics of metadata: the size of metadata is relative small and 

uniform. Aggressive metadata pref etching with reasonable amount of miss-pref etching 
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penalties will not overload system either in cache or disk usage. However, efficient 

aggressive prefetching is not a naive solution, it needs a delicate system design and 

parameter tune in running environment. By the study of preceding work and from the 

observation of our experiments in practice, we believe that the success of aggressive 

prefetching is due to but not limited to several key factors and summarize them as 

follows: 

• Pref etch Scheme: there is no perfect prefetch predictor can predict any of work

load trace with high prediction rate. Picking a suitable pref etch scheme is one 

of the most important factors to leverage system performance. It requires the 

statistic analysis and data mining of potential correlation of requests in different 

type of traces. Moreover, higher prediction rate does not indicate a lower average 

response latency. The overhead of prefetch predictor complexity and needs of 

larger memory or external space usage can increase response latency. 

• Efficient Transferring: transferring prefetch metadata on time before client's 

future access is crucial factor of pref etch performance. Especially, with a large

scale aggressive prefetching demanded by modem system in WAN, the efficient 

bandwidth utilization should be considered. Pref etching is the auxiliary to fetch

ing, which should not delay the process offetching. Client should send the fetch 

request as well as a list of pref etch candidates to remote server in parallel and 

next fetching request should not wait for the completion of previous pref etching. 

Meanwhile, the concurrency of aggressive pref etch requests should be controlled 

to alleviate the overload of remote IO node. 

• Cache Chum: A large number of pref etch metadata can thrash local cache when 

the size of cache is relatively small. Cache eviction will cause new cache miss 
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and invoke another round of aggressive pref etching. Periodically cache chum can 

severely degrade prediction rate and waste the network bandwidth. 

6.1.4 SEMANTIC LOCALITY 

Semantic locality is a high-level abstraction of data access sequence locality, which is 

orthogonal to data spatio and temporal localities. Semantic locality potentially exists 

and can be captured when data access sequence is total random, frequency of duplicated 

data access is once or rare, or when a data access sequence is interleaved with large 

enough amount of "noisy neighbors". The concept of semantic locality can be defined 

formally in details according to different scenarios and scientific fields: e.g., compiler 

memory address optimization [60], database caching replacement [61] and semantic 

caching scheme in mobile computing [62] etc. In file system, applications follow 

convention to manage files under semantic folders. For example, in the field of software 

development organization, software project always uses semantic name of folders to 

organize software artifacts. Zhu et al [63] studies one of the most popular web-based 

version control hosting service Github and shows that the common semantic folders: 

lib, src, test, doc, and examples are among top twenty most commonly used folders 

across 140,000 Github projects which suggesting that different projects tend to follow a 

convention to create their folders and organize their files. 

In a data access sequence, like the pattern of "A?B", semantic locality can potentially 

exist on the wildcard position. That is to say, the "noise"(e.g., the wildcard "?") 

considered on access sequence pattern may provide more valuable hints to reveal the 

semantic locality of access . 

• The compiler system gcc("A'') is always first launched, and then source code("?") 
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to be compiled is loaded(accessed). Those source code or header files may reside 

under the same parent folder or scattered around the common file folders. 

• Application program like multimedia application always plays media clip("?") 

under the semantic (album, genre, artist) organized "folder". 

• Application libraries installation path always follow semantic folder conventions. 

This chapter describes a novel metadata access system that built on distributed contin

uum caching and pref etching architecture to effectively fetch and prefetch metadata in 

WAN. The main technical contribution includes: 

• We designed and implemented distributed continuum caching and prefetching 

architectures to sidestep metadata access latency in WAN. 

• We studied the phenomenon of semantic locality in real system traces and pro

posed a novel semantic locality prefetch predictor. 

• In our experiments, we compared 4 different prefetch predictors ( our semantic 

locality prefetch predictor and 3 state-of-the-art predictors, namely, NEXUS, 

AMP and FARMER) and the legacy LRU cache on two different types of real 

traces : Yahoo HDFS trace and iBench system call trace. We analyzes the impacts 

of parameter settings (such as size of cache, threshold of prefetch predictor) 

between Edge-Cloud prefetching and Edge-Fog-Cloud prefetching on the criteria 

of average fetch latency, cache hit rate, counts of prefetches and counts of IO 

server requests. 

• We setup authenticate remote IO server and evaluate large-scale metadata fetching 

and prefetching performance in WAN. 
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows . Section 2 outlines existing relevant 

algorithms to provide a background for metadata pref etch predictor. Section 3 describes 

the proposed algorithm and discusses its design issues. The simulation methodology 

and performance evaluations are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

6.1.5 RELATED WORK 

Many previous works( [64], [65], [66], [67], etc) proposed metadata prefetching 

prediction mechanism based on the study of requests access sequence. [64], [68] and 

[66] group correlated requests in weighted directed graph. In such graph, a vertex node 

represents a request and a predecessor-successor directed edge (arc) with weight from 

node A to node B denoting how much confidence request B is followed by request A. The 

larger weight, the higher correlation of request B followed by request A and the more 

strength to predict prefetching on request B as request A's successor. The construction 

of relationship graph is built on fly as prediction carrying on. The continuous sequence 

of requests will be putted into a fixed size history window(lookahead period) and when a 

request arrives, graph model will apply different weight calculation algorithm to assign 

a weight between each existing vertices (as predecessor) in history window and the 

node representing this arrival request (as successor). 

The candidates correlation files predicted by NEXUS and FARMER are all from 

history requests, which means when requests appear once or in rare frequency, NEXUS 

and FARMER can not have high prediction rate. Actually, this phenomenon Really 

exists in the real cluster system, which will be discussed in details in Section 6.1.9.2. 

Another crucial shortcoming of current pref etching predictors is lack of optimiza

tion on the aggressive large scale number of metadata transfers on WAN. Moreover 
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I Log Name I total# of list cmds I % of unique file path I % of unique file path access histogram=l 
part-00000 4,750,645 49.72 92.6 
part-00001 4,090,678 62.31 92.98 
part-00002 3,732,058 62.52 92.33 
part-00004 3,895,900 62.77 91.85 
part-00005 4,148,414 54.23 92.76 

Table 6.1: Yahoo S3 logs list command statistics.2 

most of them did not propose a systematic one or multiple cache layers architecture 

between client and remote IO servers which can successfully reduce the penalty of 

cache pollution due to aggressive prefetching. Since when client's cache is full due 

to aggressive pref etching, client has to fetch/pref etch metadata from remote IO server 

again. Aggressive prefetching can escalator client side cache pollution. 

6.1.6 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 3.1 shows the our system architecture. Edge and fog nodes are typically deployed 

in client's proximity. And each edge/fog node contains local cache and prefetch 

predictor. Cloud provides scalability fetch/pref etch services to retrieve metadata from 

remote IO nodes. Our experiment simulates the IOT network cache topology and 

assume that Cloud has unlimited storage space and cache size of fog node is larger than 

that of edge node. The system consists of distributed continuum cache from Cloud to 

edge node, where Cloud will cache and store all fetch/prefetch metadata and fog node 

only cache subset of Cloud metadata and edge node caches the subset metadata of fog 

3 Parameters Settings: prefetch threshold in DLS predictor has been set to 5. History lookup Window 
Size of Nexus and Farmer predictors has been set to 5. The maximum number of prefetch candidates has 
been set to 5. The max weight of Linear Decremented algorithm has been set to 10. Farmer predictor 
max strength has been set to 0.5 and semantic weight factor pis 0.7. 

4 Parameters Settings: prefetch threshold in DLS predictor has been set to 1 and subfile prefetch TTL 
is set to 0. History lookup Window Size of Nexus and Farmer predictors has been set to 10. The max 
weight of Linear Decremented algorithm has been set to 10. Farmer predictor max strength has been set 
to 0.5 and semantic weight factor pis 0.7. AMP has been set to unlimited number of candidates. 
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Figure 6.1: Experiment's Network Map and Specifications 

node. Fetching workflow can run through edge, fog, Cloud and remote IO node and 

each participant will store the fetching metadata in local. For example, when fog node 

receives fetch request from edge node and this fetch request causes local cache miss, 

fog node will act as delegated agent to retrieve and send back to edge node the metadata 

of interest from Cloud and also store that metadata information in local. Prefetching 

workflow can be initialized by prefetch predictor either on edge node or fog node. 

Usually, our system will conduct more aggressive prefetching between fog node and 

Cloud because fog node connects to Cloud in WAN and metadata transferring latency 

is relative high. The storage capability of fog node or the distributed caching system 

across fog nodes cluster is much larger than that of edge node. Prefetching between 

edge node and fog node is more conservative in our system settings by considering that 
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Figure 6.2: iBench Trace.3 

edge node connects to fog node in LAN (usually wireless connection) and storage is 

always limited on edge node. 

6.1.7 PREFETCH FRAMEWORK 

We designed and implemented a generic prefetch framework to apply configurable 

pref etch predictor on edge/fog node. Users and system admins can easily config the 

pref etch property file to setup DLS supported pref etch predictor. 

Each request will be sent to prefetch predictor to analyze and build prefetch correla

tion relationship. When a request causes local cache miss, DLS pref etch framework will 

consult prefetch predictor for the potential prefetching files . DLS prefetch framework 

checks whether each candidate pref etch file exists in current local cache, if there is 

cache miss on this candidate prefetch file, DLS prefetch framework will pack a prefetch 

request with information of this file e.g., file path and priority and then send to DLS 

Cloud. Priority is a confident strength representing how much confidence of this predic

tor believes this candidate file will appear soon in the near future and higher priority 

pref etch request will preempt lower priority request on the available prefetch services. 

Prefetch Framework maintains a cache miss counter of a request as well as its 

metadata in LRU cache. Because the essence of Least Recent Used cache replacement 
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algorithm is based on temporal locality and to replace the victim caching item that has 

not been accessed (get/put) for the longest time when extra cache space is needed. The 

cache miss information of the coldest request or file path need be replaced and cached 

out to save the memory usage for large scale system requests. For each request on a 

file path, DLS prefetch framework will cache an object associated with a counter to 

denote how many cache miss on this file path. The cache object will be created when 

this file path request causes local cache miss and initial counter value will be set to 1. 

The counter will be increased by one when each cache miss happening on this file path. 

The cache object can be evicted using LRU replacement algorithm when cache size is 

full and new request needs to be put into cache. When the value of cache miss counters 

exceeds the threshold, pref etch framework decides to execute aggressive pref etching on 

this file path's correlation candidates and then this counter will be reset to 0. 

6.1.8 THRESHOLD TO PREFETCH ON CORRELATION FILES 

Edge/Fog node can set the value of threshold in the prefetch predictor property file. 

This threshold is an important factor to affect the frequency of pref etch on correlation 

files. If threshold is set to a smaller value, then pref etch predictor will be too sensitive to 

detect the cache miss on a file path and aggressively prefetch correlation files. However, 

too big threshold will cause prefetch predictor react to cache miss slowly, which miss 

the change to send prefetch requests to DLS Cloud. Threshold is experimental value 

and can be tuned by the analysis of trace log. 
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6.1.9 SEMANTIC LOCALITY PREDICTOR 

We designed and implemented prefetch predictor based on the semantic locality. First 

of all, we will describe the workflow of semantic locality predictor and then we will 

discuss the reason that semantic locality predictor is applicable for some type of real 

workloads . 

6.1.9.1 DESIGN OF SEMANTIC LOCALITY PREDICTOR 

When a request on a file path f causes local cache miss. Predictor will check whether its 

parent file path fp object is cached or not. (i) If the parent file path object has not been 

cached. Then predictor will create an object of this parent file path and put into local 

cache and set the value of counter to one. Ifparent file path object has been cached, then 

semantic locality predictor will read cache miss counter from the parent file path object 

and increase it by one. If this cache miss counter exceeds threshold T, predictor will 

decide to pref etch metadata of parent file path fP and file path f' sibling files under the 

parent file path. (ii) Otherwise, predictor will iterate the list of metadata of each subfile 

path f si in cache and send the prefetch requests of all cache missed subfile paths. In 

the pref etch request, predictor can associate with the value of prefetch TTL which has 

been configured (by default, the value is 0) in prediction property file. The number of 

prefetch TTL is to denote how many deep layers of subfiles to pref etch. Theoretically, 

predictor can set arbitrary large number to the value of prefetch TTL. However, the 

queue system on fog node and Cloud, upon completion of pref etch on a file path, will 

automatically decrease the value of prefetch TTL by one and recreate a new pref etch 

request for each subfile and then re-queue those requests with lower priority until TTL 

degrade to 0. In the competition of large-scale prefetching requests, higher priority 
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pref etch requests will be given precedence and always preempt available prefetching 

services. It could be a large amount of lowest priority pref etch requests in the queue 

system, which can never be served or completed in a period of time and will be finally 

reclaimed and destroyed by queue cleaning. 

On the semantic directory tree structure5, semantic locality predictor can effectively 

match the pattern of workload, where most of subfiles under a common hotspot parent 

file path will be randomly accessed once or very few times. Even though when data 

access sequence does not exist the behavior of strong locality under a common file path, 

semantic locality predictor can set higher threshold to effectively prevent redundant 

miss-pref etching. Semantic locality predictor can potentially prefetch a large amount 

of metadata in WAN. However, our system has been optimized to support the large 

scale of metadata transferring with lower average latency in WAN, which can fit the 

requirements of semantic locality predictor. 

6.1.9.2 SKEW POPULARITY IN CLUSTER WORKLOAD 

Recent studies show that file popularity exhibit skew characteristic in real cluster 

workload. Abad et al [69] studied and analyzed file popularity, temporal locality from 

HDFS MapReduce trace. They stated that very few files will account for majority 

accesses in the log trace. From 6-month Yahoo! Hadoop clusters traces, there are 

12.88% distinct file contributes 80% of accesses in the trace of Yahoo! PROD Hadoop 

cluster. Meanwhile in another R&D trace, 5.39% distinct files contributed 80% accesses. 

Another big data workload study from Ananthanarayanan et al [70] on Bing's Dryad 

cluster trace in 2009 shows that in 6-month 26% files are at most once, around 92% 

5We define semantic directory tree as a storage system that organizes files into logical file names
pace and the name of directory is meaningful to human being to understand. 
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files are accessed at most 5 times and 97% at most 10 times. 

6.2 EXPERIMENTS 

6.2.1 TRACES IN EXPERIMENTS 

We conduct our experiments over two real system traces. One trace is of Yahoo Hadoop 

grid trace logs from Yahoo! Webscope dataset [71] . This trace consists of continuous 

daily metadata operations of Hadoop name node in 2010. The other trace in our 

experiments is iBench [72] from a public trace repository host SNIA IOTTA [73] . 

iBench trace is a collection of productivity and multimedia application workloads on 

Mac OS. 

6.2.1.1 PARTIAL TRACE FILE SYSTEM DIRECTORY TREE RECONSTRUC

TION 

In trace logs, file path f always associates with types of operations, like open, ls , 

delete, etc. Metadata read operaitons, namely, directory tree idempotent operations6 , 

e.g., open and ls will not change the directory tree structure on trace file system. 

The write operation e.g., rename, delete can change trace file system directory tree 

dynamically. In hadoop grid trace logs, we calculate the percentage of metadata 

operations in 6.4. The results show that the number of open metadata operations 

dominate all types of operations in the log traces. Especially, Yahoo! Webscope dataset 

encrypted each segment into 28 bytes string on file path. Approximately speaking, the 

size of directory tree of each hadoop trace log on disk will be more than 200GB. This 

6We define directory tree idempotent operation as a metadata operation that can be executed once 
or repeatedly without mutating the parent and subfiles tree structure . 
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large size of directory tree folders is a little bit exceeding the quota of our experiment 

server. We decide to reconstruct trace file system directory tree partially. In this 

partial directory tree T partial , we extract file path !list from each listStatus command 

and collect its sibling subfiles {!open } from open commands, which can be expressed 

in Tpartial = {!list } U {fopen }, where !list and f open share the common parent file 

paths. This is the close emulation of trace file system directory tree structure in our 

prediction experiments, since predictors Farmer, Nexus and AMP predict candidates file 

path from the set of historic list Status file paths. And the sibling files of list Status 

operation predicted and potentially prefetched by our locality semantic predictor have 

been constructed in the partial directory tree structure. 

6.2.1.2 SKEW ACCESS OF LISTSTATUS OPERATION IN HADOOP AUDIT 

LOG 

In our experiments, we extract requests containing "listStatus" command from Yahoo! 

webscope hadoop audit trace logs. In table 6.1, we statistically analyze the histogram 

of distinct file path in "listStatus" command. The histogram results show a very skew 

accesses of "listStatus" metadata operation in hadoop audit log: among total number of 

four million "listStatus" operations, there are 50%-62% of unique file paths. And the 

majority (92%) of unique file path just have been accessed once and only 8% of unique 

file paths contribute nearly half of total "listStatus" metadata operations. This skew 

access of behavior can cause prefetch predictors which are based on historic access 

sequence very poor prediction rate and their prediction rate is almost the same as that of 

LRU cache, since most of their prefetch candidates are from historic requests but they 

will never appear again in the next "listStatus" requests and the most frequent file paths 

will be cached by LRU cache. There is an example of the format of Yahoo HDFS trace: 
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2010- 01 - 09 00 : 00 : 00 , 021 INFO org . apache. hadoop . hdfs . server . namenode . FSNamesystem . audit : 

ugi=userid ip=clientip cmd=listStatus src= /filepath dst =null perm=null 

iBench system call traces consist of 34 individual application traces, we merge 

individual trace into one file according to the timestamp sequence and construct trace 

directory tree structure from all file path in the log. Then we extract all system call 

requests containing stat, f stat and lstat commands and filter out all request with return 

tag, because we think that is one system call starting with entry tag and terminated with 

return tag. An example format of iBench trace: 

[timestamp] ; (pid] ; [entry] ; (stat64] ; [filepath] ; [OJ ; 

6.3 EXPERIMENTS SETUP AND EVALUATION 

We conducted our experiments on aforementioned Yahoo! webscope hadoop audit 

logs and iBench system call trace to evaluate the system fetching and prefetching 

performance in WAN with different state-of-art prefetching prediction schemes such as 

Farmer, Nexus and AMP. 

Geo-graphical locations and network specifications of our experiments are presented 

in 6.1. In the experiments, the parameters setting of pref etch prediction schemes and 

the number of scalable fetching/pref etch services on different nodes in our hierarchical 

architecture have been considered by the effects of bandwidth capacity of network 

and memory capacity of compute nodes. Chameleon cluster [54] has been chosen to 

deploy our Cloud service at Chameleon UC cluster and IO serve at Chameleon TACC 

cluster. Especially, to fully utilize Chameleon dedicated 100 Gbps network, we setup a 

reasonable large amount of scalable metadata fetch/pref etch Cloud services across 5 

bare-metal virtual machines at Chameleon UC cluster. To simulate the real metadata 
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IO operation in WAN, FfP server has been setup on one bare-metal virtual machine 

at Chameleon TACC cluster to serve the directory metadata access, since FfP is the 

most common and popular file transferring protocol in computer network. The local 

client and edge/fog nodes have been deployed at National Center for Supercomputing 

Applications (NCSA) nebula cluster. 

We evaluated the system performance with the different combinations of hierarchical 

layers (E, F and C stand for Edge, F and Cloud respectively ) between client and 

remote IO server based on four criteria: edge node's cache hit rate, average fetch 

latency, the number of pref etch and Cloud's FfP requests in figures 6.2 and 6.3. The 

criteria of cache hit rate and average fetch latency has been widely used to evaluate the 

performance of prediction schemes by most previous studies evaluates. However, to 

better estimating the metadata fetch/prefetch capability and system effectiveness, it is 

necessary to measure the total number of pref etch requests transferred and IO requests. 

In the following sections, we discuss and analyze the experiment results of the different 

combination of hierarchical layers: EC layers in 6.3.1 and EFC layers in 6.3.2. 

6.3.1 PERFORMANCE OF THE HIERARCHICAL LAYERS: EDGE, 

CLOUD 

This is the hierarchical layers, where client sends fetching requests to the proximity edge 

node and edge node serves as a single middle caching and prefetching layer between 

client and Cloud. We use the abbreviation term "EC" to stand for this hierarchical layers 

experiment settings in fgures 6.2 and 6.3. 
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6.3.1.1 HADOOP AUDIT TRACE 

Figures 6.3(a) compare the cache hit rate between LRU cache and different prefetch 

scheme. In figure 6.3(a), it is apparent that our semantic locality prediction scheme 

(denoted as "DLS") outperforms all other schemes on cache hit rate. It can achieve 

around 80+% on all individual hadoop audit log, because semantic locality prediction 

scheme can successfully capture the access pattern of "listStatus" operation in Yahoo! 

webscope hadoop audit log. AMP is the another prediction scheme with high prediction 

rate which can achieve around 65+% prediction rate. We trained AMP model on 

each day individual trace and use that training model for the second day's prefetching 

prediction. The high prediction rate of AMP scheme comes from the fact that there are 

many overlapping file paths of "listStatus" metadata operations between the continuous 

days. The first day (which is Part-00000) of AMP performance has been set to the same 

value as that of LRU cache, since there is no previous day data available. In Yahoo! 

webscope datasets, the data of Part-00003 is not available, then we use the data of 

Part-00002 trained model to conduct the AMP performance prediction on Part-00004 

trace. Thus, there is a little drop on the performance of prediction rate on the Part-00004 

trace, but its AMP prediction rate is still above 60%. We also found that the cache hit 

rate of Nexus and Farmer is almost the same as that of LRU cache, since the pref etching 

candidates suggested by the prediction schemes Nexus and Farmer are all from the 

historic requests, while the hadoop audit log exhibits a very skew popularity access 

in "listStatus" metadata operation, most of "listStatus" operation just execute on a file 

path once or in rare times, which inevitably cause the low prediction rate of prediction 

schemes which are based on historic access sequence. 

We also evaluated the cache hit rate performance with the different cache sizes. 
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For the performance of hadoop audit traces, by increasing the cache sizes with the 

percentage of total list metadata operation such as 10%, 20% and 30%, the experiment 

results show that there is no obvious performance enhancement with the increasing 

cache size when the pref etch scheme prediction rate is low. Moreover, the cache hit rate 

of AMP model remains almost the same when we increase the size of cache. There is a 

slightly performance gain on LRU cache when we increase the cache size. And for our 

semantic locality predictor, there is a steadily increment on cache hit rate with increasing 

cache sizes. Especially, when the cache size is increased to 30% of total "listStatus" 

metadata operation, the cache hit rate will increase by 2%-6%. That is because that the 

large amount of useful prefetching candidates(useful pref etching candidate means that 

the prefetching candidate will be accessed in future) can reside in local of edge node 

instead of fetching or pref etching them from Cloud, even though they have been cached 

on Cloud storage. 

We collected the average fetching latency on edge node in figures 6.3(b). Not 

surprisingly, the pref etching scheme with higher prediction rate can greatly reduce the 

average fetch latency, since most of metadata fetching requests can be done in edge 

node locally. And one thing needs to be pointed out is that AMP and DLS are the 

light-weight prefetch schemes. There is no extra computation to build relation graph 

on fly. We use external data base storage to store AMP training model, but the high 

prediction rate of AMP model can offset the overhead of DB operations. In figures 

6.3(b ), we also show the average latency offetching performance of edge node directly 

fetching metadata from remote IO server without any cache installed, which is denoted 

as the solid horizontal line in black. The LRU with larger amount of cache size can 

slightly reduce the average fetching latency, and Nexus and Farmer's average latency is 

above the the bar. We think that is due to two factor reasons: 1) RTT between client 
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and remote IO server is around 32 milliseconds, while the accumulated RTT from 

edge node to Cloud then IO server is approximately 40 milliseconds. 2) Nexus and 

Farmer predication rate is the same as that of LRU cache, which is around 20%, but the 

overhead of constructing and updating the relation graph in Nexus and Farmer pref etch 

schemes is not ignorable. We also measure the average fetching latency of the "EC" 

hierarchical layers combination without caching effect neither on edge nor Cloud and 

show it as dash horizontal line in blue. In this hierarchical layers setting, each request 

considered as a force refresh request will be forwarded from edge node to Cloud and 

then Cloud will retrieve the metadata of interest from remote IO node. This latency is 

to evaluate the accumulated overhead of fetching request in EC hierarchical layers. The 

performance of LRU and all pref etch schemes are below the bar, which demonstrates 

that caching and pref etching is still an effective way to reduce the average fetching 

latency even with the low cache hit rates. 

Besides the measurement of cache hit rate and average fetching latency, the number 

of prefetching requests and FTP IO requests have been shown in figures 6.3(c) and (d). 

We do not limit the number of pref etching candidates in AMP and DLS schemes, which 

can pref etch millions of metadata back to edge node. Nexus and Farmer pref etch very 

less number of candidates, especially Farmer prefetches much less candidates. That is 

because that we set 10 as the value of history lookup window size (10 is larger than 

the suggested value in Nexus and Farmer work) which can limit the size of adjacent 

candidates in the graph model and the semantic Integrated Path Algorithm (IPA) in 

Farmer scheme can filter out most irrelevant candidates. 

We collected the number of FTP requests on Cloud and compare them across 

different schemes in figures 6.3(d). LRU, Nexus and Farmer fetch and prefetch the 

same number of metadata from remote IO server because Cloud caches and stores all 
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fetching and prefetching metadata. AMP has a little more extra FfP requests than 

the number of unique file paths in traces (less than one million requests) because 

AMP candidates come from previous days requests and those difference amount of 

requests are not presented in the current "listStatus" metadata operations. Our semantic 

locality predictor denoted as DLS prefetched much more metadata from remote IO 

server. Because we set a very aggressive threshold value 1 for DLS pref etching and The 

number of extra IO requests which is around five million comes from the sibling files 

which are not executed by "listStatus" metadata operations. Our system can handle such 

massive number of pref etches in WAN without delaying the response time of fetching 

and prefetching requests. 

6.3.1.2 IBENCH TRACE 

Compared to Yahoo! webscope hadoop audit trace, iBench trace is a relatively small 

system call trace: there are 290,669 metadata list operations executing on 12,957 unique 

file paths. We test the system performance with smaller cache sizes such as 0.1 %, 0.5%, 

1 % and 10%, since the frequency of list operation on the same file path is very high. 

Figure 6.2(a) shows that edge node 's cache hit rates will increase linearly when the 

system allocates the larger cache size. All pref etch schemes and even the LRU cache 

can achieve high prediction rate. We think that it is due to the high frequency of requests 

and repeated historic sequences. The higher cache hit rates lead to the lower average 

fetch latency in figure 6.2(b) which is 5 times faster than the average fetch latency of 

edge node directly fetching metadata from remote IO server. With the similar cache hit 

rate, the average fetch latency of the light weight prediction scheme DLS is less than 

that of Nexus and Farmer. We notice that the phenomenon of cache chum happens on 

DLS prediction scheme when the edge node cache size is relative small, e.g., 0.1 % and 
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0.5%. However, when the size of cache increase to 10%, the number of prefetches is 

reduced greatly, which is almost the same as that of Nexus and Farmer. 

6.3.2 PERFORMANCE OF THE HIERARCHICAL LAYERS: EDGE, 

FOG,CLOUD 

In the combination of hierarchical layers EFC, the fog node will be deployed as an 

extra caching and prefetching layer between edge node and Cloud. The deployment 

of a fog node is necessary in the scenario that the capacity of the computation and 

cache size on edge node is very limited. The nearby fog node with the larger cache size 

and more computing power can prefetch and catch much more amount of metadata in 

the proximity of edge node, thus the edge node can always fetch/prefetch metadata of 

interest from fog node. By simulating this scenario, we limit the cache size of edge node 

to 10%, and set the cache size of the fog node to 30% of the total number of "listStatus" 

metadata operations. Both the edge and fog nodes have been installed with the same 

prefetch scheme. In EFC hierarchical layers, DLS prefetch scheme still outperforms all 

other schemes in Yahoo! webscope hadoop audit trace. The average fetching latency of 

DLS in figure 6.3(b) demonstrate the key feature of the EFC hierarchical layers that the 

edge node with smaller cache size can achieve the same lower fetching latency as that of 

the edge node with larger cache size. And if the fog node is in the proximity of the edge 

node, then the edge node can pref etch much less without increasing the average fetching 

latency. In iBench trace, the cache size of edge node has been configured as 0.1 %, 0.5 % 

and 1 % and fog node 's cache size has been set to 10%. We turn off DLS prefetching 

on edge node when its cache size 0.1 %, 0.5 % and increase the threshold of DLS to 10 

on edge node when the cache size is 1%. The cache size of the fog node remains as 
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10% and the threshold of DLS is always set to 5. We evaluate the EFC performance of 

iBench trace with different cache sizes in figure 6.2. Without the pref etching prediction 

between edge and fog nodes, the cache hit rate of edge node is the same as that of LRU 

on the cases of 0.1 % and 0.5 % cache sizes. The large amount of prefetches between 

edge and fog nodes has been avoided and bandwidth can be saved but the average 

fetching latency on edge node is almost as good as that of EC with 10% cache size. 

6.3.3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Metadata access is a very fundamental operation in modern distributed system. Many 

studies have demonstrated that aggressive prefetching can greatly leverage the system 

performance. However, large-scale aggressive prefetch metadata of interest in WAN is 

challenging and not a naive solution. Our work proposed an efficient systematic solution 

to prefetch massive metadata of interest and conduct experiments with a sufficiently 

large amount metadata requests of real system traces in WAN. In Yahoo! hadoop 

audit trace, our system with the locality proximity prefetch scheme can achieve 80% 

prediction rate on "listStatus" metadata operation and reduce the average fetch latency 

to 1/8 of RTT between client and remote server. By effectively caching and prefetching 

metadata based on the popularity, our system continuum caching and prefetching 

mechanism can retrieve more popular metadata of interest closer to the location of 

client. This is friendly to IOT network, where IOT device with the limited computing 

and storage capability can achieve the same average fetching speed as the proximity 

edge/fog compute node. 

In our experiments, even though our system can handle massive amount of metadata 

pref etching in WAN, we notice that locality proximity prefetch scheme prefetches more 
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redundant metadata from remote IO server. In the future work, we will focus on reducing 

the prefetches on those redundant metadata without sacrificing the high prediction rate 

to design and implement a more lightweight and efficient prefetch scheme. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISTRIBUTED DIRECTORY 

LISTING SERVICE 

DLS(Directory Listing Service) works as proxy server and delegates clients metadata 

retrieval request between remote IO servers and clients. However, there are several 

limitations on the deployment of singleton D LS [74] system. First, metadata-intensive 

applications make metadata access the bottleneck of DLS system. Second, singleton 

deployment of DLS suffers the Single Point Failure [75] . Under the circumstance of 

failure of singleton DLS, the directory listing service will not be available to users. In 

distributed system principal, multiple replica running distributed machine nodes can 

guarantee the high availability of service and protection of Single Point Failure. Each 

update will keep one copy on different node, so when there are (2*f +1) replica, no more 

than f nodes failures still can keep the whole system in consistency and availability. The 

last but not the least, the access latency will be reduced greatly if client can retrieve 

the metadata from its nearest DLS server. Since if the metadata of interest is in local 

DLS server, the client can just read the metadata from its local DLS server while if the 
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metadata of interest is in the remote I/O node, the retrieval time is the sum of latency 

between client and DLS server and the latency between DLS server and remote I/O 

node. 

The other limitation of singleton DLS is the performance issue. For the directory 

listing service, the performance can be evaluated by two criteria. One is the amount of 

data processed in a given time (throughput) and the amount of time a client request can 

take (latency) . Metadata intensive applications make metadata access the bottleneck of 

metadata system. As two well known examples for this, Google reported 20% revenue 

loss due to a specific experiment that increased the time to display search results by as 

little as 500 milliseconds; and Amazon reported a 1% sales decrease for an additional 

delay of as little as 100 milliseconds [76]. In such metadata intensive environment, the 

singleton DLS can not satisfy the throughput requirement. The singleton DLS can not 

satisfy the huge amount of concurrent metadata requests in a reasonable given time and 

moreover the clients in the geographical location will suffer the long distance message 

transferring in wide area network environment. 

7.1 OVERVIEW OF DISTRIBUTED DLS IN WAN 

The architecture of whole system consists of hierarchical components. Each DLS server 

is deployed geo-graphically in WAN acting as proxy-server. Clients communicate with 

their nearest DLS server to get metadata of interest. The metadata of interest residing 

on each DLS server will be propagated to other DLS servers in WAN by replica queue 

component. 

The purpose of distributed DLS is to provide a solution for high performance and 

high availability metadata access in wide area network. Moreover the design is aiming 
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Figure 7.1: Overview Design of Distributed DLS in WAN 

to overcome the limitation of singleton DLS and reduce the overhead of replication 

between DLS servers in wide area network. 

7.2 CLIENTS OF DISTRIBUTED DLS IN WAN 

Similar to the clients of singleton DLS, the thin client will have the list of local DLS 

servers to get metadata of interest. Moreover, fat-client may deploy the DLS server 

residing on the same machine or nearby to get metadata of interest. 

7.3 REPLICA QUEUE OF DISTRIBUTED DLS IN WAN 

The Replica queue of distributed DLS in WAN provides the ability and functionality for 

DLS servers on sharing similar metadata of interest between themselves. This sharing 
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is triggered by the clients in wide area network who might request the similar metadata 

of interest intentionally or unconsciously due to different usage of applications. Each 

DLS server can act as publisher and subscriber at the same time or respectively: the 

delegated DLS server which retrieved the metadata of interest from remote VO node is 

publisher; the DLS server with similar metadata of interest in local copy is subscriber. 

The fresh metadata of interest (store metadata of interest as key/value pair. Fresh 

means there is no such key in the queue before) in the queue will be stored on the 

delegated DLS server and the replication queue, rather than being propagated to any 

other DLS servers in wide area network. The propagation in queue only happens on 

delivering the metadata of interest between DLS servers which retrieved the similar 

metadata before. This will avoid unnecessary message communication between ir

relevant DLS servers and migrate the metadata of interest near to clients' local DLS 

server. 

7.3.1 WORKFLOW AND CONSISTENCY 

Each DLS local server (site) will be deployed geographically in WAN. Clients will 

connect to their nearby DLS servers ( DLS local replica site) to retrieve the metadata 

of interest. After retrieving the metadata of interest, the delegated DLS server will 

upload this metadata of interest to the replication queue and return immediately. And 

then replication queue will asynchronously propagate all the arrival updates across the 

subscriber DLS servers. The subscriber DLS servers will be notified by the replication 

queue to download the relevant metadata of interest asynchronously. 

The whole system operates uploading, downloading and metadata propagation 

asynchronously with eventual consistency. The replication queue will keep relative 
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order on the updates of metadata in remote I/O hosts. Figure 7.2 shows one possible 

history of metadata on DLS servers, remote I/O host and replication queue in the 

eventual status. 

As time elapsed (the horizontal axis), Figure 7.2 shows one possible version evolu

tion history on remote I/O node, DLS servers and replication Queue. There are three 

modification of the metadata on remote I/O node, denoted as VO, Vl and V2. V2 is 

the final status for this metadata on remote VO node. There are two independent DLS 

servers which may reside in different geographical location. Clients make metadata 

retrieval requests via any of DLS servers. Initially, DLS server 1 retrieves the VO from 

remote VO node and then keeps the metadata in its local and uploads to the replication 

queue. Replication queue receives the metadata uploaded by DLS server 1, since there 

is no subscriber for this metadata, so the queue will keep the metadata in local without 

propagation. After a while, there is modification of metadata on remote VO node, then 

the version Vl comes into effect. DLS server 2 makes its fresh retrieval of the metadata 

and receive the version Vl of metadata, since DLS server 2 is the subscriber of this 

metadata, DLS server 2 will automatically download the current version VO of metadata 

from replication queue. The DLS server 2 will compare the versions between the 

downloading metadata and the one it retrieves, and keeps the latest version Vl in local 

and upload the version Vl of metadata to replication queue because the downloading 

one contains the latest version Vl. In parallel, there is another modification on remote 

VO node, the version of the metadata involves from Vl to V2. DLS server 1 makes 

its second retrieval of the metadata and receives the version V2. DLS server 2 keeps 

version V2 in local and upload to replication queue. The uploading of version Vl from 

DLS server 2 and version V2 from DLS server 1 will arrive on replication queue without 

any precedence. If version Vl arrives before version V2, queue will keep a record copy 
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Figure 7.2: One Possible Version Evolution History 

of Vl, however if V2 arrives before Vl, the replication queue will keep a record copy 

of V2 and ignores the version Vl. 

7.3.1.1 METADATA VERSION CONTROL 

The DLS system will not allow clients to modify the metadata information. However, 

the cached metadata in the system will be updated upon the clients requests. 

DLS servers will only keep one copy of metadata in local. For the metadata's 

multiple changes on the remote I/O node, the queue and DLS servers will use the version 

control to avoid the misbehavior overwritten in Table 7 .1. The versions of metadata 

on remote I/O nodes refer to the sequential modification history. The distributed DLS 

system dose not own or manage the remote I/O nodes and the system will not be aware of 

the types of remote I/O nodes. Some remote file system may provide the API interface to 

provide a way to get version information maintained by themselves. However, under the 

universal usage (POSIX interface) and the assumption of sequential updates on remote 

I/O file system, the distributed DLS system will utilize the modification time-stamp to 

design the generic version control. 

The motivation of version control is to prevent misbehavior of metadata overwritten 
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Time Stamp I Action 

Teast Client@East made access request to DLS@East 
Teast+l DLS@East retrieved the metadata of x: versionl and sent to Queue 
Tremote Remote I/O node updated metadata of x from versionl to version 2 
Twest Client@West made access request to DLS@West 
Twest+l DLS@West retrieved the metadata of x : version2 and sent to Queue 
Tqueue metadata of x : version2 from DLS@West arrives on Queue 
Tqueue+l metadata of x : versionl from DLS@East arrives on Queue 
Teast+2 DLS server@East downloads x:version2 and Overwrite previous copy 
Teast+3 DLS server@East downloads x:versionl and Overwrite previous copy 
Twest+2 DLS server@West downloads x:version2 and Overwrite previous copy 
Twest+3 DLS server@West downloads x:versionl and Overwrite previous copy 

Table 7.1: One Possible Scenario of Misbehavior Metadata Overwritten Without Version 
Control 

in some scenarios. DLS server will compare the time-stamp of local copy and replica in 

the replication queue to decide to upload the local copy to replication queue or not. On 

the replication queue, the queue will always keep the latest record of metadata replica 

and skip and ignore the updates of metadata with older time-stamp. 

7.3.2 HIGH AVAILABILITY QUEUE CLUSTER SETUP AND 

OPERATIONS 

The single queue server is vulnerable to the single-point failure [? ]. To step up and 

build a cluster of queue servers can keep DLS servers uploading and downloading 

metadata in the case of some queue server failure and meanwhile linear scaling read 

operation throughput by increasing the number of queue servers. 

We configure the multiple queue servers as a cluster and replica the data on single 

queue server across all the queue servers and store the queue messages into persistent 

storage. One of the queue server in the cluster will be elected as master which will 

receive the uploading messages and replicate them across the rest of queue servers. For 
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the downloading messages, any queue server can serve this request and send back to 

DLS servers.The cluster of queue servers forms a single logical queue server. DLS 

servers upload and download messages to this logical queue server. Each DLS server 

can have the list of queue servers (like hostname, ip address), if there is failure on 

connection to one of them queue servers, DLS can pick another DLS server from the 

list and connect again. However, it is not advisable for DLS servers to know the real 

hostname or ip address of queue servers . If there is any changes on the hostname or 

ip address of queue servers, each DLS server should be notified to reflect the changes. 

Another more applicable and absctract way to provide the logical server to DLS servers 

is to use load balancer (HAproxy [77]), the load balancer will detect the failure of 

any queue server and redirect the request to the rest available queue server due to the 

balancing rules . 

Each DLS server asynchronously upload/download metadata from/to queue servers. 

This design can ignore the overhead of redundancy of queue servers in Figure 7.9. To 

communicate with queue servers, each DLS server will maintain three extra threads: 

uploading thread, downloading thread and DB writing thread. In DLS multiple threads 

environment, uploading queue is shared between uploading thread and each metadata 

fetching thread. Each fetching thread will put metadata into uploading queue and do 

the necessary notify to the uploading thread. Uploading thread will keep on polling out 

the messages from uploading queue and do the work of uploading to the queue server. 

If there is no message in the queue, then uploading thread will suspend and wait for 

the notification from each metadata fetching thread to put metadata into the queue. For 

the download action, downloading thread will listen on the incoming message from 

queue server and put the metadata into the downloading queue, meanwhile the DB 

writing thread will get metadata from downloading queue to populate the metadata into 
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persistent storage. The DB writing thread will keep on polling out metadata from the 

downloading queue and suspend if the downloading queue is empty. 

7.3.3 DLS SERVER INITIAL JOIN AND REJOIN 

When DLS server initial join distributed DLS system in WAN, DLS server will subscribe 

the metadata of interests as topics. All the topics information will be persistent stored 

into the connection between DLS server and replica queue server. When DLS server 

rejoin the distributed DLS system. The previous connection will be restored as long as 

it was not closed. All the previous metadata of interest as topics will remain effective. 

Meanwhile, each DLS server stores all the record of metadata in local as persistent 

backup. 

7.4 SYSTEM DESIGN OF LOCAL DLS SERVER SITE 

7.4.1 MOTIVATION 

The single replica DLS site utilizes master-follower design and apply Primary-Backup 

[78] failure model. The system will elect one DLS server as the Master to serialize all 

the updates across all the replica. In Single DLS Server site, we apply Paxos [79] to do 

Master election/re-election, more details will be covered in Section 7.4.4.3. 

Replica DLS sites will be deployed geographically in WAN. The client can commu

nicate with its nearest DLS server(replica site) to fetch the metadata of interest in local 

or from the remote VO nodes. The replication of multiple DLS servers can provide the 

availability and also the read access scalability. 

Each replica DLS site contains 2N + 1 DLS servers which can tolerant no more 
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Figure 7.3: Overview Design of local DLS Site 

than N failures of DLS servers. 

7.4.2 DESIGN OF LOCAL LOAD BALANCER 

7.4.2.1 DE-DUPLICATED ROUTING STRATEGIES 

In Figure 7.3, DLS clients requests load balancer will apply the Round-Robin similarity 

routing algorithm with the modification to reduce the potential duplicated metadata 

requests. Among the high burst of concurrent requests coming to DLS servers, there 

would be unexpected duplicated metadata requests. In singleton DLS server scenario, 

the concurrent duplicated requests will only be delegated and served by one commu

nication between DLS serve and remote IO node, in regardless of the number of the 

number of requests. Moreover, in the scenario of replicated DLS servers, the balancer 

will categorize all incoming requests based on the type of consistency read(force refresh, 
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Figure 7.4: Read/Write Workflow of Primary-backup 

and non-force refresh) . The balancer will route the force refresh metadata request to any 

of available DLS server, since the force-refresh read will fetch the metadata of interest 

from the remote IO node, ignoring local copy of it. For non-force refresh metadata 

(client dose not explicitly denote the 'force refresh'), the balancer will maintain a 

routing table which will keep records of queried DLS servers for the non-force refresh 

requests, the recorder consists of key and value pair, where the key the URL of metadata 

of interest and value the hostname of forwarded DLS server. Each record in routing 

table will be created when there is new URL of metadata of interest and deleted when 

the metadata information is retrieved back. The balancer will not keep the copy of each 

metadata of request, which keep the balancer light-weight and independent of volume 

of metadata storage. 
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Figure 7.5: Primary-Backup 

7.4.2.2 ELECTABLE NODE MEMBERSHIP 

The balancer will keep notified with updated membership of DLS servers. If there is 

failure of DLS servers, the balancer will re-route all the uncompleted metadata requests 

which were served by the failed DLS servers. When status of DLS cluster is in primary 

master election or re-election, balancer will queue all the incoming requests, instead of 

forwarding any requests to DLS cluster. 

7.4.3 FULLY REPLICATED LOCAL DISTRIBTUED DLS 

Each DLS provides the Restful [80] web service. The single DLS is stateless, which 

means every server can provide "directory listing service" to any client at the any 

time. The DLS server does not keep any state about the client session on the dls server 

side. The design of local DLS cluster 7.4 is based on the replication techniques and 

Primary-Backup [78] failure model. The read access of local DLS servers is designed 

as stateless, which means any read of metadata interest in local can be served by any 

of available DLS servers. While the write access is stateful, which means the update 

of metadata of interest must be done on the master of DLS servers, even though the 

update can be initiatated at any of DLS servers (master: electable DLS server, and 
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followers: unelectable DLS servers), the persistency of udpate has to be done on the 

DLS master server. The stateless of read access of DLS servers will provide us the read 

scalability, while the update access (the metadata of interest is retrieved from remote 

1/0 hosts) is not scalable (limited by the number of follower nodes). The retrieved most 

updated metadata of interest from remote I/0 host will be stored into persistent storage 

in each local DLS server and synchronized with each local DLS in-memory cache. For 

each update on one of DLS local servers will be synchronized between all the DLS 

local follwer nodes. If the DLS server executing a client request fails, then the client 

can forward the same request to another DLS server (either the client knows the list of 

available DLS servers, or the forward behavior can be done via DLS load balancer), 

and the update will be stored into persistent backup hardware and database. This makes 

the local DLS servers are in stateless metadata read access, which means that workable 

DLS server can refer to the persistent state in the database as long as the metadata of 

interest is in local. 

The unsealable update access can give the benefits of reducing the metadata of 

interest transferring between DLS servers and remote I/0 nodes, which can cause the 

large network transferring latency in wide area network and reduing the 1/0 operations 

on I/0 nodes. Moreover the update on single master DLS server can guarentee the order 

of updates of history across all the local DLS servers. The local DLS servers can assume 

one failed DLS server can be recovered by restarting it and automatically downloading 

and synchronizing the most update metadata information from the current master DLS 

server. Without lossing all the local copy and retrieving the metadata inforamtion from 

remote I/0 nodes again. 
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7.4.3.1 QUORUM OF LOCAL DLS CLUSTER 

Quorum [81] is the minimum number of DLS servers that are responsible to reach a 

decision. There would be different sized quorums for different purposes. In the local 

cluster of DLS servers, there are two different decision, one is the the master election 

and re-election and the other is the ACKS (acknowledgments) of a successful update 

from replicas. 

If one client request causing the retrieving of metadata of interest from remote 

VO host, this update of metadata of interest will be stored into the persistent backup 

database on each DLS server. If the local DLS servers want to make guarantees about the 

durability and consistency of the update of metadata of interest under the circumstance 

of DLS server failures, then DLS master server will have to receive acknowledgements 

from some minimum number of DLS replicas before considering the update of metadata 

of interest to be persistently committed. 

DSL master server should not consider a update of metadata of interest to be durably 

and consistently replicated until it has received responses from sufficiently many DLS 

replicas (at least half of the electable peers). Selecting a policy requiring fewer than the 

quorum will put the local DLS servers in a state of inconsistency and cause the problem 

of losing updates when a DLS master server crashes, Since the new update probably 

may not be synchronized with the new elected DLS master, so the update will be lost 

and previous network transferring of metadata of interest is waste. Even after the old 

DLS master comes back online again, this old DLS master also needs to synchronize 

with current new elected DLS master, no matter the new update was already in the 

persistent storage of database. On DLS master server side, the message send function 

will block until the message processing loop has processed sufficiently ACKS from the 
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current quorum replicas. And meanwhile, on DLS replicas' side, DLS replica must 

notify the current master when it has completely applied the update record by sending 

an ACK message. In the case, the replica has not committed the update record, the 

replica should not transmit an acknowledgement to the current master. 

7.4.4 PAXOS ALGORITHM ON MASTER ELECTION 

7.4.4.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF PAXOS RULES 

Paxos [79] is three phase consensus protocol to reach agreement asynchronously in 

distributed system. Phase one is called Prepare phase, each proposer in quorum system 

can send prepare message with a unique proposal number n and a value v to acceptors. 

In this phase, each acceptor will response with promise or ignore proposer's prepare 

request. Each acceptor will keep a record of the biggest v ' this acceptor ever accepted 

before and highest number of proposal number n' it ever promised. If the number 

n of proposal is less (not less) than the highest number this acceptor has accepted, 

this acceptor will ignore the request (response with the promise which will ignore any 

proposal numbered less than n and any proposal with highest number it has accepted) . 

Phase two is called Accept phase. When a proposer receives promise from a majority 

of acceptors, this proposer will issue an accept message to acceptors . Accept message 

contains proposal number n and value v , where v is the value of the highest-numbered 

proposal among the promise response or random value selected by this proposer if there 

is no such value in responses. Acceptor will accept the accept request on proposal 

number n , if this acceptor never promised to a prepare request having a greater number 

than n. 

Phase three is called Learn phase. Once an acceptor accepts a proposal, this acceptor 
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will broadcast its accepted proposal to all the learners. Each learner will keep track and 

statistic all the accepted proposals and made the decision on a certain proposal if that 

proposal has been accepted by a quorum of acceptors. 

Paxos rules can help a quorum to reach an agreement on a certain value. Any Paxos 

instance can have three phases, and run overlap. Paxos protocol works in asynchronous 

way. Proposer communicates with Acceptors without any synchronization among 

proposers. Each acceptor decides acceptance of proposal independently based on the 

information in local. 

7.4.4.2 PAXOS PROTOCOL IN WIDE AREA NETWORK 

Paxos [79] and Paxos family protocol like Fast Paxos [82] and CoReFP [83] are not 

good candidate consensus protocol in wide-area network systems. 

With Paxos protocol, the communication in wide-area network will be vulnerable 

to high network transferring latency and partition. The timeout of response between 

proposer, acceptor and learner will cause the interruption of ongoing protocol and lead 

to new run of protocol. Moreover, in Paxos, the network traffic between replica and 

leader cause the computational bottleneck on the leader since leader needs to process 

more messages than its replicas and re-election of leader in wide-area network will 

potentially form askew topology of leader and replicas. 

Instead of applying Paxos in wide-area network environment, we utilize Paxos for 

local-area DLS cluster to elect I re-elect Master DLS server. 

7.4.4.3 MASTER ELECTION/RE-ELECTION 

The master election will happen between electable DLS servers. The exchanging 

quorum message is based on FIFO transportation protocol which can keep the order of 
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messages (the order of packets are received is the same as the order they were sent), 

moreover the delivery of messages will be guaranteed between servers eventually. Every 

local DLS cluster is allowed to have one and only one DLS master. Masters are selected 

by a quorum election. All such elections are performed by the protocol of Paxos [79]. 

When a node joins a local DLS cluster, it attempts to locate the current DLS master. If 

it is the first electable DLS server added to the local DLS cluster, then it automatically 

becomes the master of current local DLS cluster. If it is an electable DLS server, but 

is not the first to join in the cluster and it cannot locate the current DLS master, this 

electable DLS server will invoke an election. Further, if at any time the DLS master 

becomes unavailable to the current cluster servers, the electable DLS replicas will call 

for an election. When holding an election, election participants vote on to elect the 

new DLS master. Among the electable DLS servers participating in the election, the 

DLS server with the most up-to-date set of logs will win the election. In order to win 

an election, a DLS server must win a simple majority of the votes. Usually election 

quorum requires a majority of electable DLS servers to be available to hold an election. 

If a simple majority is not available, then the DLS cluster will elect the master again. 

Once a DLS server has been elected as master, it remains in that role until the 

situation has a reason to vote another election. The situation to trigger the current group 

to elect a new DLS master is when the current DLS master becomes unavailable to the 

group( This can happen because the current Master crashes due to hardware of machine, 

or a network partition causes the current DLS master to be unreachable by a majority of 

the electable DLS servers in the group) or new DLS server join the quorum cluster. 

7.4.4.4 MASTER ELECTION SYSTEM DESIGN AND WORKFLOW 

We take idea of Paxos protocol to design and implement Master election sub-system. 
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Master election is designed as phases and states. Each DLS server will be in one of 

states (Looking, Leading, Following and Observing). Looking state means DLS server 

is the process of voting/looking for a leader. Leading state denotes this DLS server 

is the leader of current quorum. Following is the electable replica state, which can 

potential vote for leader and participate into quorum decision. Observing state describes 

the unelectable replica state, such DLS server neither can vote for leader nor decide in 

quorum consensus. 

The system maintains heart-beat between leader and followers. If current leader 

lost heart-beat from more than half followers or followers lost heart-beat between 

themselves and leader, the master election will rise. 

The system exchanges voting message asynchronously between electable DLS 

servers and meanwhile each DLS server analyzes arrival votes and make decision based 

on voter's current states. Vote message contains several important data fields: 

Server ID: the proposed leader id. Initially, each voting server will propose itself as 

the leader; 

Value: a comparable object between voting servers. The highest value will win 

comparison. 

VoteRound: a value initiated as zero and increase by one after each vote action. 

State: this voter's current state (Looking, Leading, Following and Observing). 

Each DLS server maintains two queues: sending queue and receiving queue. Server 

will put its votes into sending queue and meanwhile pick arrival votes from voting 

servers in the quorum. 
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7.4.4.5 DATA CONSISTENCY ON MASTER RE-ELECTION 

If master transition happens between old master and new master, the data consistency 

can be categorized as two scenarios: 

1. old leader crashed before commit the data 

2. old leader crashed after commit the data 

For the case 1, when the older master server restart, its data should be synchronized with 

the current new master. For the case 2, the new elected master will contain the update 

recorder from the its last commit. When the older master restart, it might still have the 

state of master, which will let this old master to keep on sending the rest requests. This 

behavior will put the local DLS servers in the state of multiple masters, however this 

problem will be avoided by monotonically ascending number in each quorum message. 

The replicas will be easier to make different between the old master and current master, 

and then refuse the requests from the old master. 

7.5 SYSTEM DESIGN OF MULTIPLE SITES OF DIS

TRIBUTED DLS 

In DLS local cluster, there are two different types of nodes in 7.6: 

1. Electable Node: A DLS server that can be responsible for the metadata access 

request from clients. Moreover, the electable node can participate in the quorum 

of updates and is eligible to be elected as the DLS master. 

2. Monitor Node: A node that only serves as a monitor to track the membership 
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Site I 
Electable Node 

Si te 2 Site I 
1+-1o""'---1--1 Electable Node Electable Node 

master Replica 

Sire I Site 2 

Figure 7.6: Overview of Two Sites Distributed DLS 

of remote site. Each update on the site, the master will forward the update via 

monitor and then propagate this update to the monitoring site. 

Distributed DLS provide high availability to DLS clients, which means that the 

metadata of interest on DLS is accessible when it is needed. Distributed DLS improve 

availability and reliability by automatically distributing copies of metadata of interest 

across different DLS servers. The master election and quorum acknowledgements just 

happen in each DLS local site, meanwhile The unElectable node will play the role to 

notify its site update to another geographical near site master and will not participate 

in the master election and quorum acknowledgements, which will avoid the penalty of 

long network latency of message exchanging. 

Moreover, the monitor node also can cause the single point failure problem. The 

design of failure protector of monitor node is to keep the aliveness of monitor as the 

same as that of the master node of current site, which means each new elected master 

node will initialize the monitor node to register itself to the remote site. This register 

will need a quorum of remote site to connect, which can guarantee the availability of the 

master in remote site. After this initialization, each change of remote site membership 
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will be notified to this monitor node. 

7.5.1 CONSISTENCY MODEL OF DISTRIBUTED DLS 

In the view of DLS clients, clients just do read operations, sending metadata requests to 

the DLS servers. Clients may read stale metadata from DLS server or most-updated 

metadata information as client demands. In the view of DLS, read operation is the 

metadata of interest was already in the local of DLS server, while the retrieving of 

metadata of interest from remote VO host will be regarded as write or update operation 

(DLS server will put into new metadata information into its persistent storage and 

in-memory cache) and trigger the updates propagation inside its DLS site and across 

multiple DLS sites. 

Distributed DLS meets availability requirements by replicating coplies of the meta

data of interest to all DLS servers . This can provide geographical distribution of the 

metadata in wide area network and also improve read scalability under high volume of 

read operations, thus further improving the throughput of DLS service. 

The update in DLS local site just needs the quorum acknowledge in local, and 

with high probabality, the local site commit of metadata recoder will happend before 

the propagation arrival on its unElectable node due to the long network transferring 

latency in wide area network. If the metadata updates follow the locality, which means 

the updates of metadata recorders will be orginated from certain DLS site instead of 

randomly scatterd across DLS sites, the late update of metadata recorder might be 

served for read access and then to avoid the retrieval of metadata recorder from remote 

VO nodes. Moreover, due to DLS clients' use case, we apply weak read consistency 

to distributed DLS, since to list metadata information for a specifi URL, the metadata 
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Settings I Values 
OS Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 
Word Length 64 bit 
RAM 4GB 
CPU 2 x 2.39GHz 
Hard Disk 8GB 

Table 7.2: EC2 Medium Nodes Specifications 

I Specs 
Geo location 

I EC2 US I EC2 Europe I Ec2 Asia 
USA, Ohio Germany, Frankfurt Australia, Sydney 

RTT between USA, Ohio Oms 100 ms 205 ms 
RTT between Europe, Frankfurt lO0ms Oms 312 ms 
RTT between Asia, Sydney 205 ms 312 ms Oms 

Table 7.3: EC2 nodes Geolocation Specifications and Settings 

information of interest is fequently accessed by read operations, with infrequent write 

operations on DLS server sides. DLS dose not necessarily have strong read consistency 

requirements since it is acceptable if a read opeartion can not necessarily read the 

most-updated metadata information of interest. The reads can perform either on the 

master or replicas. The preformance of read on near replica nodes also can reduce the 

access latency and meet the low latency requirements. 

7.6 EVALUATION 

7.6.1 PERFORMANCE OF SINGLE SITE OF DLS SERVER(S) 

All experiemtns conducted were carried out on the cluster of EC2 nodes with the same 

cloud infrastructure. Each EC2 node had the same specifications and kernel settings 

as indicated in Table 7 .2. We deployed each DLS server on Amazon EC2 T2 Medium 

Node in different geographical location in Table 7.3. Moreover, we deployed one testing 

client on each EC2 node to simulate the geographically located users in wide area 
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I Tests I Master I Replical I Replica2 
1. Centralized Singleton DLS Server No No No 
2. Locally Replicated DLS Servers EC2 Ohio-I EC2 Ohio-2 EC2 Ohio-3 
3. Globally Replicated DLS Servers EC2 Ohio EC2 Europe EC2 Asia 

Table 7.4: Replication Settings of DLS Server(s) 

network environment. For each test, the client will request the same fresh fetching 

service (accessing and listing subdirectories of remote I/O node) from its nearest DLS 

server located geographically in wide area network. 

We evaluated the access latency under different replication settings in Table 7 .4. 

In Figure 7.8, the performance of "Singleton DLS Server" can give the base time

line of access latency of the testing accessing request between different geographical 

location users. The overhead of local synchronized replication of DLS servers is almost 

ignorable for three replicas of DLS servers. 

In Figure 7.8 (b), for the same access request, the overhead of global synchronized 

replication of DLS servers is dominating the clients' access latency. Moreover, the 

latency between clients and remote IO nodes is very important factor. Under Singleton 

setting, the access latency between Ohio and Frankfurt is almost the same, however, the 

latency of the Sync Replication for the client at Frankfurt is much more than that of 

client at Ohio, because the geolocation of the master replica node is much more near 

to Ohio. The access latency of client at Sydney is the largest among three geolocation 

clients. Because the RTT between DLS server at Sydney and remote IO node is around 

197 ms, and also DLS server at Sydney is the farthest DLS server from the master DLS 

server. 
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Figure 7.7: Single Fresh Fetching under Different Replication Settings with Berkely DB 
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Figure 7.8: Single Fresh Fetching under Different Replication Settings with Rabbitmq 

7.6.2 CLIENTS' METADATA ACCESS LATENCY WITH CLUS-

TERING OF QUEUE SERVERS 

In Figure 7.9, client and DLS server are deployed in Urbana, central of US. The remote 

VO node is in East of US. The cluster of queue servers are located in EC2 nodes, 

California. We give experiment five runs. Each experiment measures the clients ' remote 

metadata access latency with different numbers of queue servers replication. The queue 

servers is configured as no cluster, a cluster with one, two and three queue servers. The 

time latency is collected on the client side. 

Since DLS server is designed to upload and download metadata messages asyn

chronously, the latency between different numbers of queue servers is as same as the 
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Figure 7.9: Access Latency With Different Number of Replica Queue in Cluster 

singleton DLS performance. 

7.6.3 THROUGHTPUT 

In Figure 7.10 and 7.11, we measure the upload and download throughput of DLS 

server, the experiment environment consists of a cluster of queue servers and one DLS 

server. We set up a cluster of queue servers on EC2 nodes located in California, the 

west of US. One DLS server is deployed in Urbana, the central of US. The experiment 

assumes each message size is 512 bytes and there is no limits on the uploading and 

downloading messages number, which means the code can upload and download as 

much as possible. In Figure 7.10, one DLS server keeps on uploading/downloading the 

metadata to/from the cluster of queue servers. During the transferring of 1 million meta

data messages, we calculate the average number of uploading/downloading messages 
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Figure 7.10: DLS Server Upload and Download Throughput with Message Size 512 Bytes 
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Figure 7.11: DLS Server Upload and Download Throughput with Message Size 1024 
Bytes 

within the given sampling interval. The cluster of queue servers uses primary-backup 

policy to synchronize the arriving metadata messages between master and replica queue 

servers and each queue server stores every arrival metadata message into persistent 

storage. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION 

In this thesis, we advanced the research and technology of accessing heterogeneous, 

distributed and large-scale scientific metadata resources in an integrated framework for 

the purpose of accelerating the progress of data-driven science and engineering. The 

thesis focused on three major components: 

(1) Generic metadata retrieval framework with efficient pipelining and concurrency: 

a novel pipelining and concurrency framework for widely-used data transfer protocols 

to fully utilize network bandwidth and mask long distance metadata access latency over 

wide-area networks. 

(2) Metadata retrieval acceleration through the effective prefetching and caching: 

the new hierarchical pref etching and caching techniques based on Edge/Fog and Cloud 

computing are designed and developed for caching the retrieval results for substantially 

accelerating the future access. Especially, a novel semantic locality predictor has been 

designed and implemented to predict prefetch on skew popularity traces . 

(3) System development and deployment on scientific applications: the proposed 

novel techniques are integrated together, deployed and evaluated in real-world large 
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scale scientific applications. 

The proposed solution provides a highly efficient network-aware caching and 

pref etching mechanism tailored to reduce metadata access latency and improve re

sponsiveness in wide-area data transfers. To mask metadata access latency, it uses 

a novel metadata retrieval mechanism in WAN. To improve the maximum requests 

per second (RPS) handled by the system, it uses a network-aware prefetching service 

via dynamically provisioned parallel TCP streams. To improve the performance of 

accessing local metadata, it uses a non-blocking concurrent in-memory cache to handle 

unexpected bursts of requests. 

The proposed solution addresses three challenging problems: (1) Efficient trans

ferring of metadata of interest; Scalability of fetching/pref etching services for large 

amount of metadata retrieval requests; (2) Efficient pref etch prediction in hierarchical 

architecture; (3) Automatic synchronization on metadata content between remote file 

system, Cloud cluster and Edge nodes. To the best of our knowledge, there is no such 

system which can provide similar features or functionalities . 

In our design, the remote file system metadata is cached on our hierarchical 

Edge/Cloud architecture. The client can always connect to its proximity Edge node, 

which provides file metadata resources locally to greatly reduce the network access 

latency. Meanwhile, Cloud cluster only caches the latest metadata contents between 

Edge nodes, once a sharing metadata content is updated, Cloud will automatically 

broadcast updates to the group of Edge nodes on this sharing metadata content. The 

multiplexing mechanism sends/receives requests and responses over the single TCP 

connection between one Edge node and Cloud. This mechanism resolves the limits of 

multiple connections and can continuously wait-free send Edge requests to Cloud. 

The proposed system reduces the size of transferring data between Edge nodes 
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and Cloud in wide area network: the system caches/stores metadata content as human

readable encoding schemes. Upon transferring metadata content to Edge node and 

client, instead of transferring bytes stream of JSON metadata content, the system applies 

Google Protocol Buffers(protobuf) [14] : a platform-independent data encode/decode bi

nary protocol to serialize/de-serialize metadata content to reduce the size of transferring 

data. The system also has a feature to avoid transferring duplicated metadata content in 

wide area network, Cloud always compares the difference of metadata digests between 

Edge and Cloud and only transfers back metadata content if they are different. 

Cloud backend Fetch/Pref etch services reuse our DLS universal protocol framework 

to exchange protocol commands with remote IO nodes in pipelines and served as one

connection-per-service. DLS protocol framework caches TCP connections to remote 

IO servers. In the underlying implementation, each connection will be attached with a 

monitor to watch the healthy of transferring. A connection will be automatically shut 

down and resources of connection will be de-allocated if this connection has been idle 

for a while(depends on remote server settings, usually FTP server is around 30 seconds). 

It also provides automatic connection recovery mechanisms and notification of protocol 

command exchange status to Fetch/Prefetch services . 

On the Edge node, we designed and implemented a novel prefetch prediction 

framework. A supported pref etch predictor can be deployed and launched as a plugin 

software on Edge node. If file access causes a cache miss, pref etch prediction framework 

will consult the candidates of pref etch correlation files from pref etch predictor. Requests 

to prefetch the candidate's correlation files will asynchronously send to Cloud if they 

are not cached in local. Without waiting for the completion of prefetch metadata 

transferring, Edge will continue to send fetch request on this cache miss request. We 

believe there is no prefetch predictor can perfectly predict any types of traces. The 
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predictor's prediction must match the pattern in trace and the settings of prefetch 

predictor must be tuned for each individual trace or workload. The choice between 

multiple prefetch predictors should be based on the statistical analysis and observation. 

After the study of some typical distributed system traces, we proposed a novel pref etch 

predictor to prefetch correlation files on skew popularity file system. We evaluated and 

compare it with other state-of-art prefetch predictors on Yahoo HDFS 7-day trace, our 

predictor can achieve 88% prediction rate and improve the average response time 10 

times faster than RTT time. 

On the Cloud backend, we designed and implemented a wrapper to pack protocol 

(e.g., FTP, HTTP, GridFTP, SFTP, etc) clients as fetch/prefetch services. Edge nodes' 

requests will be queued and scheduled as fetch/prefetch jobs by Cloud dispatcher. 

Fetch/pref etch services has been designed and implemented as stateless services and 

can be terminated or re-deploy/launch at any time, thus uncompleted request jobs will 

be dispatched to any available Fetch/Pref etch services. Fetch/pref etch services execute 

distributed transactions for fetch/pref etch jobs. Our system greatly benefits from the 

scalability of Fetch/pref etch services, which can be scaled to any number of services, 

with 100 prefetch services in our experiments, Edge node can prefetch back 1 million 

files' metadata from remote IO node around 7 minutes with 40-50 millisecond RTT 

latency. 

All main component services: Edge Node, FrontEnd HTTP service, and Cloud 

Fetch/Prefetch services are running as micro-services as Docker containers, which 

have been integrated into our Edge/Cloud architecture to provide efficient and scalable 

metadata Fetching and Pref etching services in wide area network. 

Cloud backend also provides the mechanism to synchronize the caching metadata 

of content with remote IO nodes. When there is a modification of remote files (e.g., 
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deleted, removed or renamed) on remote IO nodes, the fetch/prefetch requests on an 

invalid file path cached in Cloud will trigger automatically synchronization between 

Edge/Cloud and remote IO file system. We designed and implemented non-overlapped 

backtrace synchronization to refresh metadata caching between Edge nodes and Cloud 

and conservatively delete all metadata content of invalid file paths. Meanwhile, any 

update of metadata content will be broadcasted to Edge nodes. 

By effectively caching and prefetching metadata based on the access pattern, our 

continuum caching and pref etching mechanism greatly improves local cache hit rate and 

reduces the average fetching latency. We replayed approximately 20 Million metadata 

access operations from real audit traces, in which our system achieved 80% accuracy 

during prefetch prediction and reduced the average fetch latency 50% compared to the 

state-of-the-art mechanisms. 
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